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Preface
During the last three years a number of studies has been
carried out at IIASA which explored the applicability of
various methodologies of systems theory and operations
research to river quality management. They finally culmin-
ated in the book "Modelling and Control of River Quality"
by S. Rinaldi, R. Soncini-Sessa, H. Stehfest and H. Tamura.
In most cases the applicability of the methods has been
demonstrated for the Rhine river. The basis for these
examples was a report on identification of a water 9.uality
model for the Rhine river, which was published originally
in German. In order to provide an easily accessible
reference for the above-mentioned studies the English trans-
lation of this report is now published together with a
sensitivity analysis of the Rhine river quality model.
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Abstract
The self-purification process in rivers is described quali-
tatively. Different ways of representing this process by
systems of differential equations are discussed. The para-
meters of the differential equations cannot be measured
directly, but must be estimated from experimental values of
the dependent variables. For this problem, called model
identification, the quasilinearization technique is recom-
mended and explained. The technique is applied to self-
purification models of some simple laboratory studies. A
model is given of rivers whose benthos may be neglected. Its
dependent variables are: concentration of easily degradable
wastes, concentration of slowly degradable wastes, bacterial
mass concentration, protozoan mass concentration, and oxygen
concentration. Keeping the measurement efforts within reason-
able limits, the conditions under which this model can be
identified are investigated. Finally, a self-purification
model of the Rhine river between Mannheim/Ludwigshafen and
the Dutch-German border is proposed. It is shown that the
model is consistent with the measured data. The model is
used to estimate the consequences of activities such as waste
heat disposal or sewage treatment.
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1. Introduction
In view of the enormous pollution of our rivers it is
today imperative that greater efforts toward water pollution
control must be made [18]. Uncertainties exist in the se-
lection of measures to be applied to concrete situations.
An important factor is the ability of the river to clean it-
self. This should be used on the one hand, but on the other
hand it should not be abused. This optimization problem
can only be solved if one can quantitatively describe the
self-purification processes; but today one is far away from
it. Most of the sanitation programs for rivers are based
on the so-called Streeter-Phelps-Equation (e.g., [53]),
although one knows today that this equation is only a very
crude model of the self-purification process [32} (see also
Section 4.2).
The following thoughts are to be a contribution to a
more realistic theoretical model of the self-purification
process in rivers. The initial question was how wastA heat
fed into rivers interacts with organic pollution [50].
To start with, the biochemical, physical and mathematical
facts were compiled for ｴ ｨ ｾ laying down of a mathematical
model of the self-purification process. Then, several self-
purification models, their possibilities and limits, are
discussed.
2. Qualitative description of the self-purification processes
2.1 Degradation of the pollutants by bacteria
In the complex process, which is termed self-purification,
the first and most important step is the degradation of the
pollutants by bacteria (and lower order fungi). Degradation
consists of a chemical change, which releases electro-chemical
energy. The released energy is used for building up energy
rich organic phosphates (especially adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) ), which in turn deliver energy for the biomass synthesis
(reproduction, growth) and for the maintenance of life functions
(movement; replenishment of spontaneously degenerated protein
molecules etc.). The energy consumption for the ｭ ｡ ｩ ｮ ｴ ･ ｮ ｡ ｾ ｣ ･ of
life functions is described as endogenous respiration. In the
creation of new biomass, the pollutants or by-products of their
degradation possibly can be used as building materials (assimi-
lation); but normally also other building materials, which can
not be derived from the energy donor, must be available in
the water (e.g., nitrates, phosphates, and calcium). If an
energy donor, or some essential nutrient is not available, the
endogenous respiration continues through the degradation of
cellular matter (especially that of the reserve substance
glycogen [10)). That way the biomass is slowly reduced, because
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the degradation products are excreted. The degradation of a
pollutant normally consists of a long chain of enzYme catalysed
reactions (see for example [10]). The energy producing reactions
are exclusively oxydations, and especiallY oxydations through
dehydrogenation. As the last (extracellular) hydrogen
acceptor, oxygen is the most important one (aerobic degradation),
but under certain circumstances also other substances (e.g.,
sulphur, CO or fragments of degraded molecules) can be re-
duced (anaefobic degradation). Organic pollutants are broken
up in the course of degradation. Ideally, the end products are
purely inorganic (e.g., CO2 , H20, NO -, SO --). The metabolicpathways of the many different degradable ｾ ｯ ｬ ｬ ｵ ｴ ｡ ｮ ｴ ｳ are so
arranged that with progressing degradation more and more path-
ways coincide. Thus, for those metabolic pathways which end up
with CO2 and H20, only two possible courses are known: theKrebs cycle ana the pentose phosphate cycle [61].
The enzymes, which catalyze the single steps of degradation
(and synthesis) are proteins or proteids, which are highly
specific to the chemical reaction catalyzed.·The ability to
synthesize an enzyme is genetically determined, that is why
only those compounds which have been present for a long time
in nature are biologically degradable. Many compounds which
have appeared in the last decades with the development of chemi-
cal technology can not be degraded, or only partially degraded;
among those are, for example, the chlorinated carbohydrates
[28,58]. Only a part of the enzymes, the so-called constituent
enzymes, is synthesized by the microorganisms independently
of the available nutrients. The other enzymes are inducable,
that is, the genetically fixed ability to synthesize them is
only realized when the specific substrate (or sometimes others,
mostly structurally related compounds) are present.
The transport of the nutrient molecules through the cell
walls and the cytoplasmic membranes is also achieved by en-
zymes; these are called permeases. Ordinary diffusion plays
a minor role in nutrient uptake, because the transport has to
be accomplished against a concentration gradient.
If the nutrient molecules are very large (e.g., starch,
cellulose, protein), a direct transport into the cell is im-
possible. In this case, the nutrient molecules are degraded
outside the cell into fragments which are small enough.
These reactions are catalized by exoenzymes, that is enzymes
which act outside the cytoplasmic membrance. They can be
attached to the cellwalls as well as be released into the
surrounding medium. They differ4from She endoenzYmes byStheir small molecular weight (10 - 10 as opposed to 10 -
of the endoenzymes) and by their extremely low cystin and
cystein content [76].
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There are large differences in the degradation abilities
of different species of bacteria. Some bacteria grow in purely
inorganic media (autotrophic bacteria), while others are
dependent upon organic compounds--sometimes very complicated
(heterotronhic organisms). Ａ ｾ ｯ ｴ ｨ ･ ｲ classification rests on
tne differences in energy ｾ ｡ ｩ ｮ ｳ through nehydrogenation:
the strictly aerobic bacteria arc ､ ･ ｾ ･ ｮ ､ ･ ｮ ｴ on oxygen as an
hydrogen acceptor, the facultatively ｡ ･ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｩ ｣ bacteria can co
either with or without oxygen, the anaerobic bacteria cannot
use oxygen as a hydrogen acceptor, and the strictly anaerobic
bacteria will die in the presence of oxygen. Within those
opposed groups of aerobic - anaerobic and autotrophic -
heterotrophic, there are to be found many other differentiations.
For example, the bacteria of the family nitro-bacteriaceae
(autotrophic, strictly aerobic) derive their energy solely
through nitrification (that is oxidation of ammonia to nitrite,
and of nitrite to nitrate), while the also autotrophic and strictly
aerobic bacteria of the family beggiatoaceae derive their
energy solely through the oxidization of sulphur and hydrogen
sulphide [31]
If in a heterogeneous bacterial community all species
have the ability to decompose a certain nutrient, in most
cases the degradation of that nutrient follows the same meta-
bolic pathway. That is, while the nutrient is decomposed, the
heterogeneous population acts like a homogeneous population
(see for example [35,93] ) .
Those bacteria found in rivers show great flexibility in
their use of the pollutants [31,43] , that is, in the analysis
of the self-purification processes one can be quite certain
that the bacteria will react like a homogenous population in
regard to most pollutants. These assumptions can be realized
even when just a few species are able to degrade a substance,
because often metabolic intermediates can be used by all
bacteria. This is especially possible with the end products
of reactions catalyzed by exoenzymes. The bacteria found in
rivers are mainly of genus bacillus, aerobacter, pseudomonas,
flavobacterium, escherichia, achromobacter, alcaligenes, micro-
coccus, sphaerotilus, or chromabacterium [31,43,44,65].
The most important exception regarding the collective de-
gradation behaviour are the above-mentioned nitrifying bacteria
which oxidize the ammonium or nitrite excreted by other bacteria.
Because of their low growth rate, the nitrifying bacteria only
play an important part in slowly flowing (e.g. impounded) or
overgrown bodies of water [38,65,92,96]. (In overgrown bodies
of water the nitrifiers settle on the waterplants). Besides
that, their growth is inhibited by numerous pollutants [15],
so that their influence on the self-purification process is
often negligible.
The kinetics of the degradation process are dependent upon
numerous chemical and physical factors. The rate of degradation
changes rapidly with temperature, that is, it increases with
temperature as long as those enzymes concerned with degradation
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are not denatured. Of great importance are the pH values, the
02 content of the water, the size of the available solid surfaces,
and the turbulence. The latter two play,an especially great
part when exozymes are involved 'in degradation.
The kinetics of ｴ ｨ ｾ degradation of a certain nutrient is
often ｳ ｰ ･ ｣ ｩ ｦ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｾ influenced by 6ther nutrients or by non-
degradable compounds. This influence can consist of the re-
pression of the prod6ction of an erizyme. Thus, numerous in-
ducable eI)zymes, expec{ally exoenzymes"are only formed when
other, more easily degradable nutrients have been used up
[76,87]. Also, the activity of enzymes already present can be
regulated. This kind of reghlation can be achieved through
the binding of the regulator molecule to .the act,ive site
of the enzyme molecule 'which is then not longer -available for
the substrate (competitive 'inhibition [63]); in this case the
regulator molecule arid the nutrient molecule ｡ ｲ ｾ normally
structually similar. (The special case of the competitive
inhibi tion in which 'the regulatqr' molecule and the substrate
molecule are identical occurs 'if the metabolic pathways of
two substrates merge and the slowest (i.e., rate determining)
reaction,is ｩ ｮ ｴ ｨ ･ ｣ ｯ ｾ ｯ ｮ part of the pathways [93]). In many
cases, the regulator molecules are bourid·to some other part of
the enzyme molecule' and activate or inhibit it by ｣ ｨ ｡ ｮ ｧ ｾ ｮ ｧ
the form of! the IT:lolecule (allosteric regula,tion [63]); in
these cases Ａ ｴ ｨ ｾ ｲ ･ i p , in ｧ ｾ ｮ ･ ｲ ｡ ｬ Ｌ no structural similarity
between substrate and regulator molecule. ' In competitive in-
hibi tion, the enzyme activity depends upon the' ratio of
the concentration of the substrate to the concentration of the
regulator;. if there is sufficient concentration of the.sub-
strate the inhibition can" be overcome. 'On the other hand, in
allosteric regulation the Ｇ ･ ｮ ｺ ｾ ｭ ･ activity depends only on the
concentration of the: regulator. 'Allosteric inhibitions and
activations ｾ ｬ ｳ ｯ play an importarit pa:rt in the endogenic regu-
lation of the metabolism: the end :product of'a metabolic path-
way acts as an allosteric regulator of the' first ｲ ･ ｡ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｾ
(feedback) [67]. Many components of sewage influence the
metabolism of the bacteria so seriously that they are damaged
or die. Such toxic materials ate, for example, heavy metals
[40,41]. . ..
In the.realm of bacteria there exist great differences in
regard to mobility.' There are attached types as well as various
types of flagella. The former 'can 'also be carried away by
flowing water (as can the motile types)f be it that they are
attached ,to ｳ ｵ ｾ ｰ ･ ｨ ､ ･ ､ particfes, or be ｩ ｾ Ｌ that they have been
ripped off from the river bed. i.
2.2 Continuation of the self-purification by higher order
links of the fobd chain, arid the influence of the photo-
trophic ｯ ｲ ｧ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｾ ｭ ｳ ｾ ,
After, the total elimination of the pollutants from
the river water, the self-puJ;'ific,ati'on ｰ ｲ ｯ ｣ ｾ ｳ Ｚ ｳ cannot be
considered finished, because a large, amount 'of energy produced
by the degradation;has been used to prodQce new bacterial
mass; part of the pollutants even have been directly inte-
grated into the biomass. Should the bacteria die for any
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reason, they become new ｰ ｯ ｬ ｬ ｵ ｴ ｡ ｮ ｴ ｾ which can result in a new
growth of bacteria [34]. However, the pollptants, after
their conversion into bacterial mass, are no longer in the
dissolved state, so that they can be filtered off or sedimented
out. The effectiveness of the conversion, measured as the
ratio of the chemical oxygen demand of the produced biomass
(see Section 4.2) to the chemical oxygen demand of the elimi-
nated material usually lies between 10 and 60% [19,66,81].
The biomass would decrease very slowly in the followinq due
to ･ ｮ ､ ｾ ｱ ･ ｮ ･ ｯ ｵ ｳ respiration; the death rate would become
significant only relatively late [85]. Normally, the self-
purification process develops considerably faster, because
the bacteria are consumed by protozoa; this already occurs
during the bacterial degradation of the pollutants.
The role of the protozoa in the self-purification pro-
cess was greatly disputed until recent times (see for example
[65]), however, recent investigations verified their great
importance [12,13,22,51,70,86,95]. Figure 2.1 shows, as
an example, the growth over time of the bacterial density
and the biological oxygen consumption in a laboratory ex-
periment with river water, in one case with, and the other
without, the addition of protozoa [51]. One can see that
the oxygen consumption, which can be used as a measure for
the physiologically no longer useful freed dissimilation
energy, is much larger in the first case. The bacterial
density is thereby clearly smaller. (After the first day
bacterial and protozoan densities are of the same order of
magnitude as that measured in nature. The small amount of
bacterial density at the beginning resulted from the fact
that in the elimination of the natural protozoa many of. the
bacteria were eliminated as well). Whether the additional
consumption of oxygen is due solely to the digestion of the
bacteria by protozoa, has not yet been totally explained.
For example in [86], as a result of the measurements, the
opinion is stated that the protozoa create a substance which
enhances the decomposition activity of the bacteria. How-
ever, the importance of the protozoa rests mainly on its
'eating capacity', and only this will be considered in the
following. For example, protqzoan feeding should be the
reason for the reduction of the 'bacterial concentration in
the Rhine River between Mainz and Cologne which is observed
during the summer. Figure 2.2a shows the bacterial concen-
trations along the Rhine River during the summer, calculated
as the geometric mean of the measurements taken by the Rhine
Water Works during the six summer months of 1967 [3] •.
Figure 2.2b gives the corresponding figures for the six winter
months. The opposite behaviour between Mainz and Cologne
in the winter (when the self-purification process is slowed
down) shows, that the summer-reduction can not solely be caused
! '
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by differences in the measuring technique (plate count).
The curves have very similar shapes for other years, see
for example [2].
Among the protozoa feeding on bacteria the ciliates are
the most common [13,70]. The flagellates are also frequently
found during the self-purification process, but most of them
live osmotrophically and use by-products of the bacterial
metabolism. Thus, their population dynamics are closely
linked to that of the bacteria, and therefore they are not
treated separately in the following. While the growth rate
of a homogeneous bacteria population can vary greatly according
to the differences in degradability of the nutrients, this
is not the case with ciliate populations, because their food
has in any case approximately the same composition. The
differences between the various species of ciliates seem to
be greater than among the various species of bacteria which
can live on a specific substrate. However, the growth rates
of those ciliates which are most important for the self-puri-
fication of rivers are close enough to consider all ciliates
to act homogeneously [13,70,88J (see Section 4.2). The
feeding activity of the ciliates is influenced, just as with
the bacteria, by many chemical and physical factors (pH-value,
temperature etc.). By and large, the adaptability of ciliates
is weaker than that of bacteria; for example, very few ciliates
can exist under anaerobic conditions.
The organisms which eat bacteria in turn .serve as food for
higher organisms, whereby the chemical energy originally brought
in by the pollutants is further reduced. These second order
consumers are largely raptorial ciliates, rotatoria and phyllopods.
Higher order consumers follow, so that one can speak of a food
chain (though the structure is not strictly like a chain in the
sense that consumers of the n-th order feed only on consumers
of the n-1st order).
As with the bacteria, there exist benthic consumers and
consumers which are carried downstream by the water; again many
of the latter are sessile organisms attached to suspended
particles. Among the higher consumers there are motile species
which move independently of the water current (e.g. fish).
The higher the order within the food chain, the lower the
part of the original chemical energy which the organisms con-
vert. (Assuming the same efficiency for the conversion of
consumed biomass to new biomass and a strict chain structure
[see above], the chemical energy is reduced from link to link
in a geometric progression). Nevertheless, the influence of
the higher order consumers upon the dynamics of the self-
purrrication process could be considerable, because they reduce
the consumers of the lower order. This, however, is normally
- 9 -
not the case, for two reasons. Firstly, the growth rates de-
crease toward the upper end of the chain. Therefore those
higher consumers which are carried away by the current do
not have enough time to reach that high density which could
be supported by the nutritional base - the pollutants.
Second, with a higher order the consumers become, in general,
more and more exacting, so that many of them cannot survive
or breed in heavily polluted waters (in single cases the
opposite may well occur [16]).
The chemical energy, upon which the food chain is built,
stems not solely from the pollutants, but also in part from
phototrophic organisms, that is, organisms which are able to
use sunlight as an energy source in building new biomass.
This organism group contains, beside a few bacteria and
many flagellates, algae and higher aquatic plants., Consumers
of phototrophs are, among others, herbivorous protozoa,
phyllopods, and fish at the upper end of the food chain. In
the case of death (often caused by seasonal changes of phy-
sical conditions) prototrophs are, of course, decomposed
by bacteria.
Although the phototrophs can use sunlight as an energy
source, they often use, indispensably or facultatively,
organic substances, in some cases even growth is possible
in the dark [26,79]. The inorganic or organic substances
which the phototrophic organisms take up are, in polluted
rivers, to a large extent by-products of bacterial metabolism
(CO, nitrate [or amoniumJ, phosphates, etc.). Thus, the
polfutants act as fertilizers for aquatic flora (eutrophi-
cation). In addition to the already mentioned factors which
influence the growth rates, light intensity is a most important
factor in the growth of phototrophic organisms. Within natural
variations of light intensity, the photosynthetic activity is
nearly proportional to light intensity. It does not noticeably
increase with temperature, as can be expected for a photo-
chemical reaction. On the other hand, endogenous respiration
depends on temperature similarly to chemotrophic organisms,
so that the ratio between assimilation and respiration in-
creases as temperature decreases [79].
As with chemotrophs, the phototrophs are either benthic
or suspended in the body of water. The higher plants are
without exception stationary. Since the growth rate of most
phototrophs is quite small, the planctonic species are of
importance only in very slowly flowing (impounded!) rivers.
Thus the phototrophs counteract the self-purification
process in that they produce new organic matter, whose
energy comes from sunlight. On the other hand, they also
have a beneficial influence on the bacterial degradation:
the oxygen formed by photosynthesis can prevent the undesirable
anaerobic decomposition (see Section 2.1). Also, the photo-
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trophs provide surfaces for bacteria to attach to, so that,
as already explained in Section 2.1, in the case of dense water
weeds, the bacterial activity can be very intensive directly
below a waste water inflow. This effect can be observed es-
pecially with slowly growing nitrifiers [38,65]. However,
the phototrophs are more exacting about their environment, and
if pollution is too great, they can not grow.
2.3 Oxygen balance
All aquatic organisms, with the exception of a few bac-
teria, fungi, and protozoa, are dependent upon a certain
oxygen concentration in the surrounding waters. Thus the
oxygen concentration is an important criterion for the quality
of river water, and it has to be the aim of all model theory
of the self-purification process, to know about the changes of
the oxygen concentration over time and space.
Oxygen is consumed, on the one hand, during the aerobic
degradation by bacteria and other consumers; on the other hand,
oxygen is released by the ,phototrophic organisms during CO2
reduction. At the same time, oxygen concentration is in-
fluenced by the physical process of diffusion: in abiotic
water, diffusive exchange of oxygen between air and water
establishes a certain saturation concentration of oxygen in
the water. If the activity of organisms cause a deviation from
that concentration, diffusion tends to diminish the ､ ･ ｶ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ
for rivers. The diffusion stream in the boundery layer between
air and water is of greatest interest because it, determines
the rate at which deviations from the saturation concentration
decay. Within the media water and air, the concentration
differences are normally quickly equalized by turbulence.
If the decomposition activity of chemotrophic organisms
is high, the'oxygen consumption; over a longer period of
time, can be greater than the biological and physical reaeration
through photosynthesis and diffusion. Then anaerobic conditions
can result, which are undesirable not only because of the
death of many organisms, but also because of the harmful by-
product of the anaerobic metabolism (methane, H S etc.).
(Several organisms suffocate at oxygen ｣ ｯ ｮ ｣ ･ ｮ ｴ ｲ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ which are
considerably greater than zero). During intensive photosynthetic
activity, there is a possibility of oversaturation, but this
phenomenon relatively seldom occurs in rivers.
The saturation concentration of oxygen increases with the
lowering of temperature (see Figure 4.13); apart from that it
is little influenced by realistic changes of all other physical
or chemical factors. The rate at which deviations from the
oxygen saturation level decay is the smaller, the lower the
temperature. It also depends upon the substances contained
- 11 -
in the water (see for example [60]) and upon hydrological
factors. Also the wind speed and the amount of shipping
traffic have an influence, but, the importance of this in-
fluence is still under discussion.
3. Mathematical basis for model construction
3.1 Description of the self-purification process by means
of differential equations
In order to model mathematically the processes described
in Section 2, one must first quantify the variables such as
bacteria, pollutants etc. It has proved to be useful to
characterize them all by ｭ ｡ ｳ ｳ Ｍ ｢ ｯ ｮ ｣ ･ ｮ ｩ ｲ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｢ ｮ ｾ that ｩ ｾ by
stating the mass ｯ ｾ pollutants, bacteria, oxygen etc. which
is 'contained in the unit volume .. With the organisms the dry
weight will always be given. (The appropriate unit of measure-
ment for all variables will qe, as shown in Section 4., [mg/l J • )
In order to give an exact description of the influence
of the organisms, one should actually state their number and
size per unit volume. (The same holds for the insoluble
pollutants.) However, it can be seen immediately, that with
the product of both, which is proportional to the mass con-
centration, the eating activity as well as the catchability
is essentially characterized. A more detailed description,
in view of other unavoidable inac.curacies (see Section 4'>, would
not be worthwhile. In any case, mass concentration better
describes the effects of-the organisms than organism concen-
tration (number per unit volume), which is often used ｮ ｾ Ｎ
The mass concentrations are in general functions of
time t and location (x,y,z). In the following, to indicate
location, an orthogonal cartesian coordinate system is used,
whose x-axis lies in the direction of the flow, and whose
y-axis lies horizontally. 'The dependence of the concentration
upon time and space cannot be 9iven explicitely in an easy
manner, one can only determine how the changes in concentration
depend upon the concentrations. In other words: one can only
formulate differential equations. :Normally the concentration
changes at a specific time and place depend upon the concen-
tration values at the same place and time. - In modelling delays,
as they occur for example with degradation by induced enzymes
or with the dying of bacteria, differential-difference equations
can occur, but each of them can be approximated as precisely
as one wants by a differential-equation system. (If one builds
a detailed model of all processes, which result in delays,
differential equations occur from the beginning.)
- 12 ｾ
In the construction of the differential equations it is
useful to differentiate between matter and organisms which
are stationary (benthos variables) and those which are flowing
in the stream (plancton variables). (This differentiation is
an idealization. For example, the heavier suspended particles,
which near the bottom of the river are slowly dragged along,
are hard to cl.assify.) Benthos variables change solely through
degradation or synthesis processes, whereby the transition into
plancton (e.g., tearing off) is interpreted as degradation, and
sedimentation as synthesis. In opp6sition, concentration
changes of plancton also can be caused by physical transport.
Transportation mechanisms which must be considered are the
downstream flow of water and the mixing in all three ｾ ｩ ｭ ･ ｮ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ
by turbulence and diffusion. Therefore, the current ｊ ｾ Ｌ defined
as the amount of pollutants, bacteria etc., (k identifies the
variable) which per unit time crosses the unit area whose normal
lies in the direction of the current, is composed of a flow
component !kF and a turbulence- and diffusion component !kV:
- -'". -jk = jkF+ jkV.
The flow component is
(3.1 )
(3.2)
whereby c k is the concentration and ｾ the velocity vector.
For the turbulence- and diffusion component one can use the
approximation
-- ->
=- (3.3)
(3.4)
which means, that the current is proportional to the con-
centration gr·aclient. V denotes the nabla (aax' aay ' 3;}Z);
D is in the simplest case a constant, but in general a 2nd
order tensor. (3.3) is the classical diffusion ansatz.
Diffusion itself does not play a large part in rivers,
that is why D does not have the index k. The possibility
to use a diffusion ansatz to describe the turbulent mixing is
also used to describe the transport of matter in the atmos9her€
see for example [29,99]'.)
Based on the law of conservation of mass
OCk -- Ｍ ｾ
--a-to :: - V J I<
and on the relationship V ｾ = 0, which holds for incompressible
fluids, we get for the plancton variables c k equations of the
- 13 -
form (see also [ 77] )
fJ C!_ -0- Ｍ Ｚ ｾ - ＧＭＭｾ -- ｾ Ｎ
-----'- I- Ii V r: I. :: V (D 'iJ c!< ) d 1< ( c1 ,C 2 I . - . - - C f\) , x. y, Z, t ).() t ,\ (::i.5)
The functions f k comprehend degradation and synthesis pro-
cesses; c 1 ,c 2 ' •... c N is the total of the model variables
including the benthos variables. Such complicated equations
however are virtually impossible to solve with reasonable effort.
In most cases those equations which one derives from (3.5) by
averaging over the river cross section Q are sufficient.
Assuming
·lfh ｟ ｾ ..
v V Ck = 'Ix (3.6)
this averaging, which is indicated by bars, yields
o ck
------ + v .at )( ( J . 7 )
because of .
r rjJ (
Q
() .CJy J!<Vy + ＩｾＭＭ j I \/- ) cf Yd z = J j 1\'Vn d 5 :: O.UZ t<'1.. .
ｦｾｬｾ
(3.8)
assumption
the border of Q, of which the
Under the further simplifying
obtains the equation
The indices x,y,z,n indicate the projections of the vector
-tJ kV on the coordinate axes and the normal direction of R0,
line ele-respectively. RQ is
ment is called ds.
a -jkvx = Dx 3x c k one
ock - aClc..__ 0 02 Ck -ｏ ｾｴＭＫ Vx x 2 ＫｦｬﾫｃＱＮｃＲｾＬＬＬＬＬ｣ｎＬｸＬｹＬｺ｟ｴＩＬax . ox-
whose transport term can be found for example in [82J.
(Similarly, one could simplify equation (3.5) so that the
diffusion in x- and z-direction is eliminated. One can find
also analogues to this in meteorology [89]. See also [74].)
(3.9)
Equation (3.9) can only be manipulated more easily than
(3.5) if one can assume
fj( (Cl 1 ••••• CN' x,y,z.t) = fk ((1 ,c2' ..... cN' X, t) (3.10)
This assumption holds if lateral mixing is much faster than
degradation and synthesis. Occasionally the structure of the
function f k is such, that the assumption- (3.10) is approximately
- 1L1 -
fulfilled (see also Section 4.3).
by
Ｐ ｴ ｴ ｾ ｮ one can ignore the longitudinal mixing
a CkD ｾＬ then this equation results:
x a x
accounted for
(3.11)aC" --｡ ｾ ｄ Ｎ :- fk (C, I Cz I ..... eN, x. t ) •ock + \Ixat
Solely by simple equations like (3.11) in the following the
dynamics of the plancton variables will be described. They
are correct if the river is completely homogeneous in y- and
z-directions, and no longitudinal mixing occurs.
If one also considers only mean values over river cross
sections for benthos variables, one obtains approximately
(3.12)
(3.13)
Thus the model equations for the self-purification processes
in rivers are coupled partial differential equations of the
first order. Their solutions are determined uniquely, if
the values of all c. are given at time t = 0 for all x and
1 .
for all t at x = 0.' In the followiilg, if there is no danger
of confusion, c. will be written instead of c .•
1 1
If in a river the benthos variables-for.the self-puri-
fication process areunirnportant, the model which now con-
sists of equations of forms (3.11) only, is equivalent to the
following system of ordinary differential equations [20]:
dq-:, ,
-'d"t7 = fk ( C i ,C2 ' ..... eN' t ) :
This can be easily understood, ,if t' is interpreted as being
the flow time: in a benthosfree river (following simplifying
assumptions referred to above); the concentrations at a certain
point x 1 are determined uniquely py the concentrations at an-
other point Xo and the· ｴ ｲ ｡ ｶ ｾ ｬ ｬ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｾ ｩ ｭ ･ between both points.Equation (3.13) describes the self-purification dynamics of
a benthos free river in the same way, as an ｰ ｢ ｳ ･ ｲ ｶ ･ ｾ Ｌ ｷ ｨ ｯ is
moving along with the current/would see it. (bne also arrives
at it, i5cone' is looking for the stationary solutions of (3.11),
that is ｾ = 0.) In order to simplify the notation, in the
.
following for flow time t'.the symbol t will be used as well.
Generally model equations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) can
only be solved numerically. .In the following for systems like
(3.13) the Runge-Kutta method [98] is used tq solve them;
for the models like (3.11), Ｈ ｾ Ｎ Ｑ Ｒ Ｉ Ｌ which are not dealt with
- 15 -
in this paper, the simple technique of f ini te differences [ 1 ]
has proved to be quite useful.
'3.2 Model identificution by quasilinearization
The functions f k in equations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13)
contain numerous parameters, whose numerical values have to be
determined before one can use the model to solve practical
problems. Their number be H. For example, those parameters
would be the (nutrient dependent) maximal growth rate
of bacteria, the rate at which the bacterial mass reduces as
a result of endogenous respiration, or the physical reaeration
rate (see Section 4). Their evaluation is called model iden-
tification.
Normally one cannot measure these parameters separately
without changing the conditions which are relevant for the
parameter value. One could, for instance, measure the in-
tensity of endogenous respiration separately, if one removes
the bacteria from the nutrient solution and observes them
in a non-nourishing medium, it is, however, questionable
if the parameter value thus found will hold for the original
milieu [37].
Thus it is desirable to determine the parameter values
from measurements which have been carried out under natural
circumstances and in which therefore the influences of all
of the parameters are reflected. This problem represents
a general non-linear boundary value problem, which can be
solved by quasilinearization [8]. (For further solution
techniques see [90].) In the following, this method as
applied to systems of the type (3.13) is described briefly.
The application to partial differential equation is not
much more difficult, but in the framework of this work not
necessary.
In order to arrive at a lucid notation the M parameters
which are not shown in (3.13) are included as additional
variables by adding to the original differential equations
M equations of the form:
dek =0
·dt . N+2, ..... / N+M,
If in the functions f k time t explicitely appears, a further
dependent variable c N+M+1 = t is introduced, and the system
is enlarged by
de N+t,,'\+1 :: 1
dt
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After all dependent variables have been gathered into the
-+
vector c, the system can be written in the form of
,ＭｾＮOC .-<-0_...
Ｍ Ｍ Ｎ ｾ ｦ Ｈ ｣ Ｉ
dt '
(3.14)
whereby 1 is a N+M+1 dimensional vector.
Now the problem of parameter estimation can be formulated as
a boundary value problem in the following way: the measured
values Xki of some dependent variables c k of (3.14) at the
instants f .' be given. The number of the measured values of
c be J . kJThe initial values of all dependent variables｡ ｾ ･ to ｾ ･ determined. If more values Xk " are given than are
indispensable (that is, in general, moreJthan N+M+1), the
initial values shall be determined in such a manner that the
sum of the squared deviations is minimal. In this formulation
there is no longer any ､ ｩ ｦ ｦ ･ ｲ ･ ｮ ｣ ｾ between the original vari-
ables and the parameters, that is ·to say, among the given
values Xkj could also be the values of certain parameterso
The method of quasilinearization consists in calculating
iteratively better and better approximations <; to ｾ from the
differential equations system n
....
: ｾｬｊＮ =T ('en --1 ) ... J ( -en _1 ) (en -"2n ..1 ), (3 . 15)
starting with an initial approximation ｾ Ｎ ｊ Ｈ ｾ Ｇ Ｎ Ｉ denotes
o ].
the Jacobi-Matrix
-+
where the k-th component of c. is called c. kO The least
-+ ]. ].,
square solution c of (3.15) can be determined relatively
easily, since onenis dealing with a linear system: It is
(3.17)
(3.18)
where X is the matrix solution of the system
n
dX n ｾｾ J(Zn.l) Xn withXn(O) = I-de
(I is the unit matrix) and p is that solution of the system
n
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-)-(3.15) which satisfies p (0) = O. (In (3.17) the general
n
solution of (3.15) is represented by the sum of a particular
solution, and the general solution of the accompanying homo-
geneous system (3.18).) If one inserts the expression (3.17)
into the necessary conditions for the minimum of the sum of
the squared deviations,
ｎ ｾ ｍ Ｇ Ｍ ｴ Ｍ Ｑ J!,
_? (2: >: (Cn,k(tk,j) -Xk,j)2 )=0, i=1,2, ..... N+l\hl,
o Cn)O) k=1 j::1
(3.19)
one obtains a system of linear equations for the unknowns Cn,i(O),
which can be solved using a standard method [98] (see Appendix B).
(If the boundary value problem is not overdetermined one obtains
a linear system with a unique solution by equating expression
(3.17) with the boundary values.)
Whether the series of the thus determined ｾ (t) converges
n
for a boundary value problem at hand, normally cannot be de-
termined from the onset, but has to be decided through numer-
ical trials. The same holds for the question, how sensitive the
solution is to changes in the boundary values. Thus the method
of quasilinearization becomes an important tool for planning
experiments [9]: by simulating several boundary value problems
one can find out which variables have to be measured with what
accuracy at which places in order to determine the parameters
of the model. Besides the convergence of the recursion, the
confidence interval for c(O) is an important criterion; if
one gets ｶ ｾ ｲ ｹ similar sums of squared deviations for rather
different c(O), one has to impose more restrictive boundary
conditions.
The deviations c n ,k(t;r.j) Ｍ ｘ ｊ ｾ ｪ can be \...eighted according to the
accuracy of measurement of Xlr" thus the least square condition will
be: .... J
(3.20)
One uses such a weighting, for instance, if the variables,
of which measurements were made, have very different values
but the maximum relative errors in measurement are about the
same for all variables. In this case one could use the
weights
C3.21)
(The weighting of course could also be effected implicitly
by a suitable transformation of variables in (3.14). This
weighting is applied in the following, unless otherwise
noted. )
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When determining ｾ (t) from equation (3. ｾ Ｕ Ｉ Ｌ the pre-
-+ n
ceding approximation c
n
- 1 (t) has to be known for the entire
->
range of t. This can be achieved by storing c
n
- 1 (t) as a
sufficiently dense table function, however with large systems
the computational effort becomes ｰ ｲ ｯ ｨ ｩ ｢ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｾ ･ Ｎ One can also
newly evaluate at each iteration step the c. ,i=O,1, ... n-1,
1
simultaneously with ｾ Ｎ This technique is used in solving
n
the boundary value problems of the following sections.
If the solution of the system (3.18) has components
of very different orders of magnitude ｾ ｮ ･ can get into
numerical difficulties in determining c (0) from (3.19).
n
This can be avoided by using other initial values for X
n
(see [8] ). In the cases which are dealt with in the following,
this did not occur.
-+It should also be mentioned, that instead of c 1 (t)
n-
in equation (3.15) one can also use solution of equation
(3.14) with the initial vector ｾ 1 (0). This showed similar con-
n-
vergence characteristics but was not explored further.
4. Mathematical Models of the Self-purification Process
4.1 Models of a few simple laboratory experiments
For setting up a mathematical model of the self-purification
process on the basis of measured values, the functions
f i (c 1 , ... c n ,t) in (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) still have to
be specified. These functions have to reflect the processes
which are described qualitatively in Section 2. Whether
one has used adequate functions, can best be tested with
simple laboratory experiments, in which the 'discussed mecha-
nisms are isolated. Therefore a few of them are discussed
in the following. Based on these experiments, the quasi-
linearization technique could be tested, too.
The simplest self-purification system consists of a
homogeneous bacterial population in a completely mixed so-
lution which contains a single energy supplying substrate,
as well as those inorganic substances necessary for bacterial
growth. The corresponding model is a differential equation
system of the type (3.13) for the three variables: substrate
concentration E, bacterial concentration B, and oxygen
concentration 0 :
- 19 -
dS
dt (4.1)
dB = a 21 ＮＭＮＹ｟Ｑｌｾ B - 022 8
dt 012 1- S (4.2)
dO
dt
(4.3)
Here a ik are the parameters, and Os is the oxygen saturation
concentration. The right side of equation (4.1) is the well-
known Michaelis-Henten-expression ｛ Ｖ Ｓ Ｌ Ｙ ｾ Ｚ for a single
enzyme catalyzed reaction it can be derived from the law of
mass action, provided that the enzyme-substrate complex dis--
integrates slowly into the reaction products and the enzyme.
Thus there first appears, instead of bacterial mass density,
the concentration of the enzyme. For a sequence of enzyme
catalyzed reactions, under certain assumptions there appears
the same expression for the rate with which the original sub-
strate is degraded; the reaction parameter and the enzyme con-
centration in it are those of the slowest reaction of the
sequence [14,93]. Thus equation (4.1) results, assuming
that the substrate is degraded along a single metabolic path-
way, and that the bacterial concentration is proportional
to the enzyme concentration.
The Michaelis-Menten-expression is used in the following
also for cases in which the suppositions which led to it are
not fulfilled with certainty. Then it represents a two para-
meter approximation to an expression, about which one knows
only that it will behave like S·B for low substrate concen-
trations (probability of enzyme-substrate molecular collision),
and in the case of greater substrate concentration it is pro-
portional to B and independent of S (maximum rate for meta-
bolic reactions).
The first term on the right hand side of equation (4.2) is
dSthe same. as a 21 •dt , that is, it is assumed that the ratio
between the amount of substrate degraded and the amount of
newly formed biomass is constant [39,66]". The second term
on the right hand side of equation (4.2) takes into account
the decrease of the bacterial mass through endogenous respi-
ration (see Section 2.1) [24].
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On the right hand side of equation (4.3) ·are lis-ted
all processes which affect oxygen balance: first the phy-
sical reaeration, which is proportional to the oxygen
deficit [94]; the oxygen consumption in nutrient degradation,
which is supposed to be proportional to dS; and finally the
dt
oxygen consumption in endogenous respiration, which is
assumed to be constant per bacterial mass unit [11].
Equations (4.1) - (4.3) are based on the assumption
that the changes in oxygen concentration are not so great
that they would influence the degradation kinetics. This
especially excludes the occurence of anaerobic conditions.
The next more complex self-purification system results,
if instead of homogeneous bacterial population a hetero-
geneous one is used. In many cases no complications arise
because the nutrient is degraded in the same manner (see
Section 2). One can use the same model equations (4.1)-
(4.3).
Such a system was investigated experimentally in [ Ｓｾ ,
where glucose was used as the nutrient. Figure 4.1 gives
the measured values of one of the experiments. (In fact, ｯ ｸ ｹ ｧ ｣ ｾ
concentration was measured continuously, but the chosen
points of Figure 4.1 represent the curve sufficiently.)
The dashed line gives the function S(t) calculated by Gates
et al. [33] from equations Ｈ Ｑ ｾ Ｎ Ｑ Ｉ and Ｈ ｌ ｾ Ｎ Ｒ Ｉ Ｌ whereby a.,., = 0
ｾ ..
and the other paraoeters were fitted by a l]raphicClI r'1ethoc1 [ 33].
The following parameter values were given in [34]:
all -- 0.6(3) (m" SLiDo:;ti./ri;(J Dact./h]
[ rnq Bact. /mq Subs tr. ]
Also, the values for a 31 and a 32 were given, the former
resulted from a control run in distilled water:
a31 = 0.23 [h-
1 ] a 32 = 0.273 [fil'1 O/mq Substr. ]
If one tries to evaluate all the parameters of the
model (4.1) - ＨＴｾＳＩ through the quasilinearization technique
(see Section 3.2) from the given measurements, it may happen
that unreasonable parameter values result (e.g. negative
values for a 12 , a 22 , or a 31 ), unless the initial approxi-
mation is very good. That is to say, if all parameters
are completely free for optimization, the given measure-
ments are not sufficient for a unique solution of the
boundary value problem.
.-.
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The difficulty cannot be overcome by increasing the
number of measurements of Sand O. If,. however, the parameter
all is fixed at the value 0.23 given in [34], the quasilineari-
zation method yields, for a large range of initial approxi-
mations,the following parameter values a ik :
1 G.4e 2.3
2 0.79 0.14
3 0.23 0.25 O. 10
The units used are as above, mg/l and h. The initial values
of the parameters may differ by more than a factor of 2 from
the optimal values, without the ｾ Ｎ 's (see 3.15) converging
into other values. In Figure 4.1 1 the solutions of equations
(4.1) - (4.3), which resulted from model identification, are
given as solid curves. One can see that they fit the measured
data very well.
Most remarkable is tbe sharp decline of the bacterial
mass density after glucose depletion; this hardly could he
attributed to endogenous respiration, especially since
oxygen consumption is low at the same time. This fast de-
cline is also reported in [34], even though values for the
bacterial mass were (Jiven as functions of time for one run
only. It is ascribed to bacterial death, although the chosen
method of biomass determination allows for other interpre-
tations as well.
If one, in addition to a 31 , also fixes the value for
a 33 , then for a 33 = 0.67 the model identification yields
the following parameter values a ik
321ｾｉ
------ ----- _.__._- .-- -- -- _.- --_.-
1
2
3
o.lf7,1
0.51
0.23
2.3
0.013
0.26 0.67
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and the curves in Figure 4.2. The curves fit the measured
values practically as well as the curves of Figure 4.1,
although some of the parameter values differ considerably.
That is, the parameter estimation based on measurements of
S, 0, and the initial value of B is quite uncertain, even
if a 31 is fixed. The parameter values given in [34] must
thus be similarly inaccurate, because with the last discussed
model (a33 = 0.67) approximatly the same parameter values
as in .[34] should result, since a 22 is so low (a 22 = 0 in
[34]!). The uncertainties of the parameters given in [34]
(especially km = a 11 ·a21 and K = a 12 ) are therefore con-
siderably larger than expected from the variations of the
given values. (However, for another experimental run given
in [34] the parameter values were not as different.)
In order to obtain more accurate estimates of the model
parameters measured values of bacterial mass density as a
function of time have to be used, too. If these values really
drop as quickly after glucose depletion as reported in [34],
the model (4.1 - 4.3) is inadequate, because it seems
unlikely that at the outset of the experiment the proportion
of the bacteria dying per time unit is the same as after glu-
cose depletion. One should examine the causes of the dying,
and put them into the model. Lack of food cannot be con-
sidered as the cause for such rapid decline of the bacterial
mass [84], even though a model, into which this process was
included tentatively, simulated the laboratory system very
well, and showed the reincreasc of the bacterial mass den-
sity, which is mentioned in [34].
The next higher order of complexity in the self-cleaning
system is achieved by adding another nutrient, or by adding
bacteria consumers.
If a further nutrient is added, which also is degraded
in the same way by all species of the heterogeneous bacterial
population, several possibilities exist for degradation
kinetics, depending upon the nutrient combinations. It is
possible that both nutrients are independently degraded
according to the Michaelis-Menten kinetics. This has
frequently been observed [93], especially if the degradation
processes are quite dissimilar, as for instance in a nutrient
combination of carbohydrate and protein. The equivalent
model can be derived from equations (4.1) - (4.3), if one
adds an equatiori like Ｈ ｌ ｾ Ｎ Ｑ Ｉ ｦ ｯ ｲ the second nutrient and the
appropriate terms to equations (4.2) and (4.3).
In other cases the nutrients inhibit each other, where-
by, as described in Section 2.1, there exist two possibilities:
the competitive and the allosteric inhibition. Analogous to
the Michaelis-Menten-expression used for the simple enzyme
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catalyzed reaction, one also can derive easily expressions
which describe the reaction kinetics of these ｾ ｮ ｨ ｩ ｢ ｩ ｴ ･ ､ re-
actions [63]. For the comp2titive inhibition the espression
reads:
d5
dt (4.4)
while the allosteric inhibition has the expression
dS
dt
°1 S
----------- E(02-;-5) (1+03ll (4.5)
In both cases E is the enzyme concentration and I the
concentration of the inhibitor, which in this case is
another nutrient or one of its degradation products. Ex-
pression (4.5) is only valid if the affinity of the enzyme
to the inhibitor is exactly as strong as to the nutrient.
(For a more general expression see [63].) Formulae (4.4)
and (4.5) can be used, like the r.1ichaelis-r01enten-cxpression,
for enzyme catalyzed reaction chains and thus for the bacterial
degradation of a nutrient l14,40,41,93].
A laboratory experiment, in which the degradation of
one nutrient is inhibited by another, was examined in [36].
The nutrients were sorbitol and glucose. With bacteria
acclimatized to glucose, the sorbitol was only degradated
when the glucose had completely disappeared. Figure 11.3
shows the results of this experiment. Glucose values are
given also for t > 5 h in [36] - they are about 10 mg/l.
It is, however, most likely that these appear not as a re-
sult of the glucose, but come from a metabolic by-product,
because in a control run, using a sorbitol-free medium,
the 'glucose values' at large t-values stayed also well
over 30 mg/l. (The glucose concentration was measured
using the anthrone test [68].)
To model mathematically the laboratory experiment, an
allosteric inhibition was assumed. The model thus has the
following form:
d51 _
dt
G oil S 1 B
- -----
012 + S1 (4.6)
dS2
dt
Q21 52
" - -------.-.. "---- B
(a 22 -;- S2 l ( 1 -l- a 23 S1 ) (4.7)
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measured values from Gaudy et al.[36]
solution of the model equation using optimal nara-
meter values
r.·jadel identification for the degradation of a gluco:;0-
sorbitol mixture by a heterogeneous population in
a laboratory experinent [36]
d f-3
dt
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(4 .8)
dV d ｾ［ｩ
cit .- -a/,1 cit
(4 .9)
S1 is the glucose and S2 the sorbitol concentr?tion; V is the
accumulated oxygen consumption. S1 and S2 are (as in the
experiments of [36]) measured by the chemical oxygen demand
(COD). The biochemical reactions· underlying the process
cannot be considered completely known, thus the use of the
kinetic expression for the allosteric inhibition in Model
(4.6) - (4.9) is not imperative. It is certain, however,
that the degradation process of sorbitol leads at first
through dehydrogenation and phosphorylation to fructose-6-
phosphate [52,72]. (The order of the two reactions depends
upon the bacterial species. Both possibilities should be
realized in the heterogeneous population used in [35] and
[36].) Pructosc-6-phosphate is in a "fast" equilibrinJn
with ｧ ｬ ｵ ｣ ｯ ｳ ･ Ｍ Ｖ Ｍ ｰ ｨ ｯ ｳ ｰ ｨ ｡ ｴ ｾ Ｌ the first intermediate product
of glucose degradation [10]. Because of this early amal-
gamation of the metabolic pathways of glucose and sorbitol,
the number of the possible inhibition mechanisms is rela-
tively small. (That one is dealing with an inhibition rather
than a repression (see Section 2.1), can be recognized by
the fact that the population adapted to glucose can utilize
sorbitol at a high rate immediately after the glucose has
been used up, whereas in a pure sorbitol medium the degra-
dation only begins very slowly, because the corresponding
enzymes have to be formed first.) The simplest explanation
of the kind of inhibition included in model (4.6) - (4.9)
is that besides glucose-6-phosphate also ｦ ｲ ･ ｾ glucose enters
the cells and there allosterically inhibits the sorbitol
degrading enzymes. The non-occurance of the inhibition in
'old I sorbitol ctdapted populations [36] can be the result
of the changed permeability of the cellwalls for free glucose.
However, the inhibition of the sorbitol degradatinn could
also be the result of an excess glucose- and fructosc-6-
phosphate-level. Then in the degradation of sorbitol one
of the first two reactions would determine the rate so that
the glucose- and fructose-6-phosphate-Ievel would be quite
low [72].
As in the previous example, it is here not possible to
determine all the parameters of the model (4.6) - (4.9)
uniquely on the basis of measurements of the dependent vari-
ables alone. However, the parameter determination is possible
if one assigns estimates to parameters a 12 , a 22 , a 23 , a 33,and
- 28 -
a 43 , which in the process of model-identification are
treated in the same manner as the measured values of the
dependent variables (see Section 3.2) If the followinq
estimates arc used
a l2 - S. 'J
a22 '" 10.:3
aZ3 = 1.0
a33 = 0.1
a43 = 0.35
and their weight (3.21) is mUltiplied by 0.02 then, using
the quasilinearization technique, the curves of Figure 4.3
result, and the parameter values a ik are:
1 D.55! 5.47
2. oJ.260 9 . 11\1 1.1)1
3 f).51 15 O.G31 0.0%3
4 :) . J.J4 0.2')0 0.367
The given estimates were taken, as far as they are
related to endogenous respiration, from the control runs
with sorbitol-free medium as described in [36]. (In these
control runs the degradation of the biomass after the glu-
cose depletion has been observed.) The remaining estimates
are based on many different experimental results. which all
lie in the order of mg/l (see for example [10]>. The factor
of 0.02 mentioned above was entered because of the rela-
tively high uncertainty of the estimates. It is apparent
that model (4.6) - (4.9) reproduces the measured values
quite well. However, also here the sensitivity of the
sum of squared deviations to changes of some parameters is
quite small, this holds especially for a 23 • (This low
sensitivity is already indicated by the fact that the ini-
tial parameter estimates are only slightly changed in the
model identification despite the very small weights.)
In determining the parameters based upon the values
given in [36], it was assumed that the concentration of
the suspended solids is equal to the concentration of
the viable bio-mass, i.e., that the proportion of dead bacteria
in the suspension is negligible. Little is known about the
extent, causes, and kinetics of the dying of bacteria. In
the literature one can find, depending upon the experimental
conditions, values for the ratio of suspended solids to
viable biomass, which are close to 1, as well as much greater
values [11,25,37,85]. Because of the low value of a 43 one
- 29 -
can suspect that the term a 33B in equation (4.8) comprises
not only endogenous respiration, but also cell lysis; thus
a remarkable proportion of the suspended solid.s could be
dead biomass.
If one does not enlarge the system given by equations
(4.1) - (4.3) by a further nutrient, "but by protozoa feeding
on bacteria, one gets the model ｾ ｱ ｵ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ
dS
dt
dB
dt
dP
dt
al1 S
- - -------- 8
012 -t- S
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12]
where p ｩｾ the concentration of the protozoa masse ｢ ･ ｣ ｡ ｵ ｾ ･ the
population dynamics of the protozoa can be descrined in
a similar way as those of the bacteria [21,22,23]. How-
ever, this model was not tested with measured values. In
that (as well as for more complex models) the results given
in (12,13,51,70,86J ｾ ｯ ｵ ｩ ､ be used. It would also be de-
sirable to validate self-purification models for the case
where toxicants are present. The essential kinetic ex-
pressions for these models should be equations (4.4) and
(4.5), depending upon the inhibition mechanisms [40,41] •
4.2 Model for benthos-free rivers
Models for rivers are especially simple if one can
ignore the benthos variables, because then the equations
are ordinary differential equations (see equation (3.13».
According to Section 3.1 benthos denotes the total of the
river organisms and materials which are stationary. In this
sense, those rivers can be considered benthos-free, which
flow fast and which are deep; also the quality of the river-
bed plays a major role. To ignore benthos variable c k ' c k
need not be very small compared with the corresponding
plancton variable. If, for example, the bacterial density
on the river bottom is so high that the c k values (ck is the
mean value over the river cross-section (see Section 3.11)
is of the same order of magnitude as the concentration of
the plancton bacterial mass, c k can, under certain circurn-
f- 30 -
stances, be ignored, because the water layer immediately
next to the river bottom--compared to the major portion of
water--moves only slowly, so that ｭ ｾ ｴ ･ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｬ exchange between
the benthos bacteria and the free-flowing water is relatively
small. Furthermore, in thick bacterial colonies the lower
parts are poorly supplied with nutrients ｾ Ｗ ｬ ｾ
Up to now the self-purification of benthos-free rivers
has been usually described using the streeter-Phelps model
(see Section 1), in which it is simply assumed that the
oxygen demand for biological oxydation (BOD) of the organic
waste decreases according to a first order reaction (see
also equation (4.3)).
d 8St]
dt
(4.14)
ｾ ｑ Ｎ = k') lO,- - 0) .- k1 BSOd t l. .) (4.15)
It is obvious, however, that this simple model, in which,
for example, bacteria concentration is not present, des-
cribes the self-purification only incompletely. Figure 4.4
illustrates this [32]: even though k 2 was measured separately,
and k 1 was determined for each df the three purification
stages such that the sum of the squared deviations is mini-
mal, the solution of (4.14) and Ｈ Ｑ ｾ Ｎ Ｑ Ｕ Ｉ does not fit the
experiment results. If the measurements used for the para-
meter estimation are so poorly ｲ ･ ｰ ｲ ｯ ､ ｵ ｣ ･ ｾ Ｌ it is ｯ ｮ ｬ ｾ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｡ ｬ
that an extrapolation to different experlIrental condl t"lons
(e.g., different temperature) becomes doubly problematic.
There have been some attempts to improve upon the Streeter-
Phelps model by adding empirical corrections (which in some
cases are intended to account for benthic variables) to the
analytical solutions of (4.14) and (4.15) [73,96]. Since,
however, the dynamic character of the self-purification
process was not taken into account, it is doubtful if more
than data reproducing models have resulted.
While on one hand the Streeter-Phelps model is too
crude, it is, on the other hand, in general impossible to
take into account every pollutant in detail (as in model
(4.6) - (4.9», because of the large number of pollutants.
The aggregation level of the model has to be such that the
data basis for the model identification can be supplied with
a reasonable measurement effort.
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Figure 4.4 Description of measured oxygen sag curves by means of
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The organic pollution, as the basis for the growth of
heterotrophic bacteria, practically can only be' measured in
total. One measure could be the oxygen demand for the com-
plete chemical oxidation of organic materials (COD), another
one is the amount of organically bound carbon (TOC). (For
techniques of measurement see [27,64] '. Measuring of COD with
potassium permanganate should, however, not be used ｢ ･ ｣ ｡ ｵ ｾ ｾ
only a small part of the organic substance is oxidized [7].)
COD is more useful as a measure of organic pollution for
modelling self-purification processes than is TOC, because
COD ｲｾｦｬ･｣ｴｳ the stepwise degradation of the substance, while
TOC could, for instance, only change in the last step of
oxidation. Thus in the following the term "organic pollution"
means COD. (However, by and large the ratio of COD to TOC
remains nearly constant in the course of the self-purification
process [58].) .
Possibly, apart from the total COD, one also could
determine with reasonable effort the amount of biologically
non-degradable substances. One would have to have water
samples undergo intensive bacterial degradation for a time
which is considerably longer than the flow time of the river,
and after that again determine the COD. (The COD of the
non-degradable pollutants could also be determined approxi-
mately as the difference between the total COD and the long-
term BOD, but one has to consider that those pollutants
which are at first integrated into the bacterial biomass
are oxidized very slowly [95].) However, the model identi-
fication described in the following is also possible if
one or only inaccurate values of the COD of the non-degradable
substances are available.
In the determination of the bacterial mass density a
taxonomic differentiation is not tolerable as well, so that
for model identification only values for the total bacterial
mass are available. As pointed out in Section 2.1, it is
not a bad approximation if one considers all bacteria to
be acting collectively. As a measuring method neither the
direct counting (because of the high expenditure), nor the
plate count [15] (because of the large errors) can be used.
The measurement through the ATP content, using luciferin
and luciferase, or similar methods, seem to be appropriate[49].
(It appeared, however, that ATP measurement can be disrupted
by the presence of certain compounds contained in industrial
waste water [59].) Perhaps the bacterial mass could also
be determined by measuring the oxygen consumption after the
addition of a relatively large amount of bacteri.a consumers.
If part of the pollutants are present in an undissolved,
suspended form, then in determining the COD the living bio-
mass is inevitably encompassed. Thus the COD values have to
be corrected for the results of the biomass determinations.
- 33 -
Also higher organisms, if they have to ｢ ｾ consiaered
at all, have to be aT.1algamated into larger groups. Counting
seems to be the only practical way to measure them. In the
following, only the protozoa are incorporated in addition
into the model, because, as explained in Section 2.2, the
higher order links of the food chain are not of great im-
portance. The phototrophics are also left out, because
their planctonic forms do not play a large role in rivers
(see Sections 2.2 and 4.3).
Finally, for model identification, the values of
oxygen concentration are usually available, they can be
obtained easily in various ways [ ＱＵＬＱｾ •
A model, which is to be identified on the basis of
measurements of COD, bacterial ｭ ｡ ｾ ｳ density, protozoan
mass density, and oxygen concentration may well contain
more than these variables. Likewise no measured bacteria
curve was used in the identification of model (4.1) - (4.3)
which contains the bacterial mass. (Only the initial value
of B was used. This would not have been necessary if one
had accepted an unknown, constant factor in the function
B (t).) Because of the various degradation kinetics of
the numerous pollutants it would be desirable to differ-
entiate between easily and slowly degradable materials
in the river model. In the following they are denoted by
N1 (t) and N2 (t), respectively. Thus COD values are values ofN +N2 . ｔｨ･ｾｩ｣ｨ｡･ｬｩｳＭｍ･ｮｴ･ｮＭ･ｸｰｲ･ｳｳｩｯｮ should describe the de-1 -
gradation kinetic of N1 well (see Section 4.1). One of
the expressions (4.4), (4.5) should be more realistic for
the degradation kinetic of N2 , where N1 acts as inhibitor;
it is well known that those enzymes which catalyze the de-
gradation of slowly degradable pollutants are only formed
after the more easily degradable materials have been used
up [76]. (For a large part those materials which are
difficult to degrade (e.g., humic acids [42] ) only come
into existence during the degradation process of easily
degradable materials.) To describe the degradation process
of N2 expression (4.4) is used, because it gives a better
fit. In other cases expression (4.5) may be more appropriate;
the comments made in the following about the model are also
then valid. In any case, the kinetic expressions for inhi-
bition should be considered only as approximations with
three parameters, which reproduce the essential character-
istics of the inhibition: for small N1 the result for
N2 is the Michaelis-Menten-Kinetici for high N1 the de- _
gradation of N2 is blocked. The difference between (4.4)
and (4.5) consists in the following: in the first instance
- 34 -
the maximum degradation rate of N2 is independent of N1i
in the second instance this is not the case.
All the assumptions discussed above lead to a model
of the benthos-free river which is shown in Figure 4.5, and
which is to be identified Dn the basis of measured values of
N1+N2 ,3,P, and O.
It is assumed thus far that water inflows into the river
during the time of interest do not change the concentrations
considerably. Otherwise one has to add the corresponding
source terms on the right hand sides of the model equations.
For instance, in case of an increase of COD through a single
sewage effluent at flow time to the following terms have to
be added to the first two equations, ·respectively:
{1 - ex )·z·EJ (t-tol,
(4.21)
(4.22)
where z is the given COD concentration increase and 6(t-t )
is the impulse function. Parameter a denotes the ratio 0
under which the discharged pollutants are apportioned to N1
and N2 . If we can look upon many effluents on a river
reach as a single distributed source with constant density
one can use these terms also but with rectangular shaped
functions instead of o(t-t ).
o
A complete set of measured values for the aforementioned
variables seems not to exist thus far for larger river reaches.
Thus in order to test the usefulness of model (4.16) - (4.20),
and in order to clarify the questions of planning measure-
ments raised in Section 3.2, a river was simulated on a
computer which delivered the necessary measured values. This
simulated river is discussed in more detail in Appendix A.
It contains 30 different pollutants, all of them having
different degradation kinetics (mutual inhibitions according
to expressions (4.4) and (4.5), purely additive degradation,
formation of exoenzymes), as well as two protozoa types with
different metabolic dynamics. The kinetic parameters were
generated within realistic ranges by a random number generator.
In Figure 4.6a the values obtained from this "river" are
reproduced. The values of the total organic pollution were
corrected for the non-degradable pollutants by subtracting
the pollution values at t = 145 h (see above).
､ｾ\,..
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dB
at
dP
dt
(4.1'/)
(4.1f.l)
dO
dt = -j- a'51 (OS - 0) - 052
•
- 054 P - a'56 Ｈ ｬ Ｏ ｾ Ｓ P
Figure 4.5 Model equations for the benthos-free river
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a- "measured values" without errois
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As could be expected from Section 4.1, the parameters
of models (4.16) - (4.20) can only be uniquely" determined
if estimates for some parameters are given. Model identi-
fication, for example, is possible, if the primed parameters
in equations (4.16) - (4.20) are given the values from the
second following table, and if these values are weighted by
0.003·g
o
' where go is again the weight according to (3.21).
The solid curves in Figure 4.6a show the solution of Hodel
(4.16) - (4.20) using the optimal parameter estimates. The
parameter values a ik are:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
---
.-._----------_._----
1 4.12
2 5.41
3 0.543 19.5 0.0769 21.0 0.996 2.52 0.0479
4 0.179 8.21 0.0331
5 1.05 3.08 3.27 1.04 1.03 1.01
while the initial guesses were
ｾ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7---_.-_._-----_._.-------------_..----2.0
2 2.0
3 0.5 2.0 0.07 20.0 1.0 2.0 0.04
4 0.135 15.0 0.04
5 1.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
(the dashed curves show the initial approximations c (t)
o
(see Section 3.2).) It is apparent that the ｳ ｩ ｭ ｾ ｬ ･ model
reproduces the "measured values" well. Model identification
is possible in the same manner if the "measured values" have
considerable errors; Figure 4.6b gives an example. The
solution functions have not been changed too much from
Figure 4.6a, the same holds true for the parameter values.
The PL/I computer program, which in the case of Figure 4.6b
solved the model identification problem, can be found in
Appendix B along with a program description.
- 18 -
In selecting the parameters, for which approximate
values are to be prescribed, one has to ask whether
reasonable guesses for the parameters in question are avail-
able. For instance, it is better to use an approximate
value for a 31 than for a 32 , because one knows that a 31
is of the same order of magnitude, but below the largest
known growth rate of bacteria at the given temperature,
while for a complex nutrient mix very little can be pre-
dicted about a 32 . (If one gives an approximate value for
a 32 rather than for a 31 a model identification would also
be possible if all other circumstances remain unchanged.)
Also one can use the kinetic parameters for the inter-
action between bacteria and protozoa, which have been
found in laboratory experiments, as measured values for
the model identification; but it is desirable to leave
parameter a 43 totally free, because the term a 43 .P is to
account approximately for the influence of higher order
links of the food chain. Parameters a S1 and a 37 cannot
be left completely free, although it would be desirable
(see below and Section 4.3, respectively), because un-
reasonable parameter values can result if the measured
values are subject to errors as in Figure 4.6b. However,
since the weight of the guesses is very small (see above),
the coupling of the parameter values to the measured
values is not very restricting. Summing up, it can be
stated that on the basis of measurements of total COD,
bacteria, protozoa, and oxygen, model (4.16) - (4.20)
can be identified, although this model distinguishes
between easily and slowly degradable COD. (This also
holds in the case where the non-degradable substances
were not eliminated. However, the fit of the measured
values is not as good.)
The purpose of a model is not only to reproduce
measured values, but also to predict the system behaviour
under circumstances for which no measurements have been
made. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 give two examples for the
application of the identified model to changed conditions.
In one case the initial values were changed, in the other
case the solution is extrapolated beyond the time up to
which values were used for model identification. (Of
course, the second case can be looked upon as one with
changed initial conditions.) In both cases (which have
quite different kinetics) the simple model (4.16) - (4.20)
fits the simulated river quite well even under changed
conditions. Several further numerical experiments of this
kind have given similar results. However, the quality of
the fit certainly depends upon the structure of the complex
river model used (see Appendix A). Opposed to that, the
- 39 -
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conditions formulated above for the model identification
should not be affected by any realistic change of the com-
plex river model.
One can also use several sets of measured values which
have been obtained from the same system under different
circumstances for model identification (for instance the
"measured values" of Figure 4.7a and b). Then one has to
state the equations for the variables which have changed
as many times in system (3.14). The uncertainty of the
parameter estimation is thus smaller, it may be even possible
to dispense with prescribing approximate parameter values.
Such cases have, however, not been worked out. The model
identification procedure also has not yet been applied to
situations with several waste water affluents on the river
reach under investigation. (The reach must not be too
short, because otherwise the dividing of the pollutants into
N1 and N2 is too uncertain.) If one wants to consider many
affluents with various values of a (see (4.21) and (4.22»
a unique model identification based on measured values from
the river will probably be impossible. One then has to
observe the self-purification in river samples, and based
on the values thus gained one can determine the parameters.
These in turn can be entered as estimates (perhaps with a
higher weight) into the model identification process which
uses the "in-situ" values.
One can use the same proceeding if one wants to deter-
mine the physical ,reaeration rate a 51 without prescribing an.
approximate value for it. (This corresponds to the method usually
applied in the determination of k 2 in equation (4.15) (32].)
Great uncertainty about the size of this parameter exists,
especially for large rivers, which cannot be simulated in
laboratories [71].
Another open problem is the inclusion of nitrification
into the model and the determination of the conditions under
which the identification of such a model is possible. Es-
pecially interesting is the question if one can dispense
with measured values of nitrifying bacteria mass density, if
values for'NH 4+, N02-, N03-, and organic nitrogen are given.
Also the question how a degradation inhibition by toxi-
cants can be recognized and taken into consideration . has
to be cleared up (see Section 4.1). In these cases several
sets of measurements for different dilution ratios (i.e.,
different river discharges) will have to be used (see ｛ Ｕ ｾ Ｉ Ｎ
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In closing, it js worth mentioning that the separation
of the total pollution into easily and slowly degradable
materials also can })8 used to characterize the degradation
characteristics of a specific waste water.
4.3 Model for the self-purification process of the Rhine
River between M0nnheim-Ludwigshafen and the Dutch-
German border
The Rhine River with its large discharge and its great
flow ｾ ･ ｬ ｯ ｣ ｩ ｴ ｹ can be looked upon as a benthos-free ｾ ｩ ｶ ･ ｲ Ｎ
The statement made in Section 4.2 can be applied to it,
that self-purification data measured so far are not sufficient
for model identification. There are many measured values
available, but most of them give only very indirect infor-
mation about the self-purificatlon process. For example,
measurements for additional consumption [56] are hard to
interpret, because of the unknown ｰ ｲ ･ ｦ ･ ｾ ･ ｮ ｣ ･ of the bacteria
to the nutrients added as compared to the nutrients already
present. The S0me applies to the measurements of the bio-
logical oxygen demand, even solely because of the difference
in temperature between the river and the sample. The many
values of KMn0 4 - and K2Cr20 7- demand, which have been mea-
sured so far, encompass usually only the COD of the dissolved
substances, in addition, with the KMn0 4 test only a small part
of the organic substances is oxidized. Similarly the plate
count results are hardly suitable as a measure of bacterial
mass in the river, as a comparison of the plate counts with
various nutrient media shows [91 l. At most, some conclusions
can be drawn by comparing values which WPTC! obtained under
the same stipulations.
In order to identify a model corresponding to equations
(4.16) - (4.20) one Inust have, as explained in Section 4.2,
measured yalues for N1+N2 , B, P and 0, which were taken
from the very same water body as it flows downstream, and
which allow for a fairly accurate averaging over the river
cross-section. Furthermore, if there are sewage effluents
or other inflows, measured values of those variables for the
inflows must be given. If necessary, parameter estimates
have to be determined in the laboratory (see Section 4.2).
Before collecting these data some exploratory examinations
concerning the applicability of model (4.16) - (4.20) would
be useful. It must be examined whether those organisms
higher than the bacteria consumers play an important part;
this could be observed best on the Lower Rhine. Even the
role of the bacteria consumers themselves needs to be veri-
fied. It would be worthwhile to examine nitrification more
carefully, although it is most likely that it can be neglected
- 43 -
in the Rhine River. The NH 4+ - concentration reaches such
values that a complete oxidation would greatly influence
the 02 content [5,57]; but because the nitrifiers are in-
hibited by some pollutants r1S] and also grow fairly slowly
[38] nitrification will not become very intensive. In
working out a model one has to face also the possibility
that the toxic influence of some sewage effluents has to
be considered separately (see Section 4.1), or that
dealing with mean values across the river section (see
Section 3.1) turns out to be too inaccurate. The
conditions for dealing with mean values across the river
section, however, are fulfilled better than it may seem
in view of kilometerlong waste water plumes; the terms
for bacterial growth in the model equations are constant
for large concentrations of pollutants; that is, within
the sewage plume they may be barely larger than outside
it. (Degradation inhibition by toxitants, which is
reduced by increasing dilution, acts similarly.)
Despite the many missing measurements and the partly
unverified suppositions, it was tried to formulate a model
of the self-purification process of the Rhine River between
Mannheim and the Dutch-German border, based on equations
(4.16) - (4.20) and on the available data. Such a model,
of course, cannot deliver quantitative results, and an
optimization of waste water inflows based on it would hardly
make sense. But it can facilitate discussions of the pro-
blems of water pollution control in the Rhine River Basin,
because it will reproduce the essential characteristics
of the self-purification process in that river. The model
points out especially which possibilities a better vali-
dated model offers, and which points should be examined
more detailed.
The model equations, which correspond very closely to
equations (4.16) - (4.20) (Figure 4.5), are reproduced
in Figure 4.9. Equation (4.25) for the nondegradable
pollutants, the terms for the inflows (sewage or tributaries)
in the first three equations, and the term a 67 in equation
(4.28), which approximately accounts for the biogenic
aeration, .are all new compared to Model (4.16) - (4.20).
Thus it is assumed that the inflows only change the
pollution concentrations, and that the biogenic aeration
along the river remains constant. The first assumption
certainly must be corrected for a quantitative model,
at least as far as the Neckar and Main tributaries are
concerned, because, apart from pollution, they also bring
in a large bacterial mass; the second assumption is of
less importance because biogenic aeration is relatively
small (see below.) The parameter values were chosen such
that the few values which were measured or which could be
derived from measured values are best reproduced. Con-
. atl N' (4.23 )N1 - a11 ｾ I 8 + C.12 a 13- - I
0Ll 2 +N1
. 043 N2 B + ( 1- a 1? ) Cl i3 (4.24 )N2 = -021 Qkl.+ N2+Q 4S N, ...
ｾｊＳ = Q31 013 (4.25 )
B a 41 Nj 8+ ｑ Ｔ ｾ N2 c r.,1 8 P- a 1.7 8 ( 4.26 )oJ - 6 a .....= - ｦｾ
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Figure 4.9 Model equations of the self-purification processes of the
Rhine River
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sidering the incomplete data basis, which promised equally
good fit of the measured values for a great variety of sets
of parameter values, the parameter values were determined
by trial and error within realistic variations, not by
the formal method of model identification. In looking back,
however, it must be stated that it would have been probably
more efficient to have used a model identification program
with sufficiently many prescribed parameter estimates. Figure
4.10 shows the solution of the ｭ ｯ ､ ･ ｾ Ｎ The corresponding,
very simple computer program is given in Appendix C. The
model is supposed to describe the self-purification dynamics
in the Rhine River at a temperature of 200 C and a discharge
of about 1.25 times the mean discharge (about 2500 m3/sec
in Cologne .[17J). The pollution corresponds to the situation
in 1969. Those parameters which are assumed to be constant
along the entire river section were given the following
values a ik :
J(,543210zj
- -ｾＭＭ ---_ ..... - -_ .._.- -- -- --'--- ... -- .. -_.---- '-'--'- - -- - _..- .-_.__ .-- --.. ---_.. -. _.•..-----
1. 2.6
2 3.4
3 0.05
4 0.48
5 0.36
(j lJ61
20.0 o. ] 20.0 3.0 3.0 D.GG
12.0 0.07
1.6 2.4 1.0 2.0 1.0 0.01
Thus the maximum growth rate of the bacteria, a 41 + a 43 ,
is 0.58 h- 1 , which gives a generation time of a little more
than one hour; this is a realistic value at T = 200 [10].
Endogenousrespiration given by a 47 is probably a bit high
with 0.06; but the values given' in the literature vary
greatly [11,14,37,66,75J; moreover, possible dying of
bacteria because of toxicants can be taken into account
by a higher value of a 47 . The ratio between degraded
organic pollutants (measured as COD) and newly created
biomass, which is 2.6 and 3.4 respectively, lies also
within the range marked out by many experimental results
｛ ｾ Ｖ ｝ Ｎ The saturation constants a 42 and a 44 amount up to
several mg/l for single substrates [10,34,87], yet since
N1 and N2 encompass many nutrients, the parameter values
chosen had to be somewhat larger. (For example, should
N1 encompass n nutrients which have the same concentration
- 46 -
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as well as the same kinetic behaviour, and which are purely
additively degraded, then the saturation constant for N,
would be exactly n times as large as that for the single
nutrient). The inhibition constant a 45 was finally chosen
such that at values N" for which a 41 N1/(a42 +N 1 ) was smaller
than a 43 , no substantial inhibition can any longer occur.
The ｾ ｡ ｬ ｵ ･ ｳ for a 51 and a 52 were chosen in accordance with
[22]i those values given in [88] for the maximum growth
rates of various ciliates are, however, without exception
smaller. The value of a 67 is based on the value of '.6
mg0 2/(1.d) given in [54] for the biogenic aeration near
Koblenz, which was measured using the light and dark bottle
technique. The dotted line in Figure 5.10 shows the oxygen
concentration without regard for biogenic aeration. It is
apparent that the biogenic aeration in relation to physical
aeration is not very important (the above-mentioned value
was even measured at the hight of summer), so that no large
error occurs if the changes of biogenic aeration along
the river and the diurnal variations of photosynthetic
activity are ignored.
For parameters a'2' a 13 , and °6 1' the river section
was divided into 12 reaches, in which these parameters were
considered constant. Parameter a 13 , which depicts the
hourly concentration increase of the degradable substances
by waste water discharges, is calculated from the amount
A of organic waste which occurs ﾷ ｰ ･ ｾ Ｚ ｨ ｯ ｵ ｲ and river kilo-
meter, from the river discharge Q, and from the flow
velocity v (see Appendix C) :
A'v(Q)
a 13 = Q
A is given in Figure 4.11. One can clearly recognize four
major pollution sources: Mannheim-Ludwigshafen (at the
mouth of the Neckar)i Mainz-Wiesbaden (at the mouth of
the Main); Bonn-Cologne-Leverkusen; and the Ruhr district.
The values are just estimates which are based on measure-
ments of COD iri the river (see below) and the changes along
the river of the number of inhabitants living in the river
catchment area. The Bnscher River, which at this time
still represents an important point source of pollution at
river kilometer 800, was not taken into account because of
the huge treatment plant currently under construction. It
is assumed that the Mosel River at the confluence with the
Rhine exhibits the same qualities as the Rhine River at
this point, as far as self-purification variables are
concerned. A comparison of the values for Braubach (Rhine R.)
- 48 -
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and Koblenz (Mosel R.) in [78] shows that this assumption
is reasonable. The somewhat smaller pollution of the
Mosel River is certainly compensated by the pollution of
the city of Koblenz. Figure 4.11 gives the flow velocities
v as a function of the river discharge for various water
level gauges. They were ｣ ｯ ｭ ｭ ｵ ｮ ｩ ｣ ｾ ｴ ･ ､ over the phone by
the concerned Water- and River Traffic Offices, and give
essentially the ratio of river discharge to cross-sectional
area. Based on these functions, the flow velocity was
estimated for the 12 reaches, they are given in Appendix
C fo'r the case which is shown in Figure 4.10 (Q= 1 .25 'l'iQ) .
The mean discharge MQ was approximated by the solid line
step function in Figure 4.11 [17] ; changes of the river
discharge in relation to the MQ were in the model always
made such that the ratio Q/MQ was independent of the
location.
Parameter a 12 , which determines the ratio of easily
to slowly degradable pollutants, was set at 0.5 (that
is 1:1), with the exception of the reaches between km 420
and 435, and km 500 and 506. For the lqtter reaches
a 12 = 0.4 was assumed, which takes into account that in
the Neckar River and Main River, which confluence in these
reaches, the ratio of N1 to N2 has decreased as a result
of self-purification.
The values of parameter a 61 can also be found in
Appendix C; they are all near Ｐ ｾ Ｒ Ｕ Ｌ with downwaro deviations
in the Mainz-Bingen area and upwards deviations in the
Bingen-Koblenz area. The values seem to be slightly
high, but they lie within the range marked by values given
in numerous publications [71]. It is assumed that para-
meter a 61 is independent of the river discharge, because
when that is changed two effects occur which compensate
each other approximately: an increase of Q results in
a ｧｲ･｡ｴ･ｾ water depth, which results in a smaller a 61 ;
on the other hand, as turbulence increases, a 61 increases.
(The empirical formula for a 61 given in [48]
Q 6'\ = c· _'1-_- (1.02 t. 1)T- 20 (4 • 29)
h 3/2 I
Whereby h is water depth, T is temperature (in DC), and
c is constant, gives, for example, a result independent
from Q, if one assumes a symmetric right triangle as the ri-
ver profile, and the relationship v(Q) = Q3/7 (see Figure
4.11b).) .
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The numbered points given in Figure 4.10, which come
from different sources, are now to be explained in more
､ ･ ｴ ｡ ｩ ｬ ｾ
COD values:
COD values were available -- with one exception --
for the dissolved suhstances. All these were multi-
plied with factor 2, in order to get an estimate for the
total COD. Indications of the amount of suspended organic
pollutants are given by the measurements taken by the Union
of Rhine Water Works (ARW) of the volatile suspended solids
[4,5,6,7}. These measurements lump together the active
biomass and the suspended organic pollutants, the latter
resulted, by the way, partly from dissolved pollutants
through adsorption, coagulation, and precipitation processes.
If one assumes 1.5 to 2 times their weight for the COD of
the suspended substances (in 1969 the ratio COD/TOe for the
dissolved substances amounted to 2.5[5]), then the COD
of the calcination losses of suspended solids is about the
same as the COD of the dissolved substances [Sr. A similar
relationship results if one compares the ARW-measurements of
the COD near Koblenz [6] with the COO measurements for
Braubach in [78]", which were gained from an unfiltered
sample. (For this one has to chose consistent temperatures
and river discharges.) In all cases, except for the samples
taken at Wiesbaden, the samples were taken near the water
surface. Since the suspended material, despite the relatively
strong turbulence, seem to settle to a certain degree, the
mean values of the suspended organic substance concentration
over the river cross-sections are in reality considerably
larger than the measured values. A comparison of the measure-
ments at Mainz and Wiesbaden confirms this. At Wiesbaden,
where the measurements were taken near the river bottom,
the concentration of suspended organic substance is approxi-
mately 2-3 times as large as at Mainz ｛ Ｕ ｝ ｾ (The ratio
between both values depends upon the r1ver discharge: it
increases with decreasing discharge, that is·, with decreasing
turbulence. That is the reason why the annual mean of the
volatile suspended solids at Mainz for 1971 is lower than the
value for 1970 (when the discharge was substantially larger), while
the opposite occured at Wiesbaden [7]·) This means, that
the COD of the suspended substances is considerably larger
than that of the dissolved substances [5]. It seems there-
fore reasonable to assume that the total COD is twice as
high as the COD of the dissolved substances, and that. the
thus not considered part of the suspended organic matter is
active biomass. The values 1 to 7 are based upon measure-
ments taken during two Rhine trips on 69-08-26 and 69-09-09
[57]. River discharge and temperature were nearly the same as
those assumed in the model (see above). The samples were
taken at times which correspond approximately to the flow
time. Value 8 is based on measurements in the Main River,
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which were taken on the same trip, and on the mixing ratio
on both these days. Points 9 - 18 are based on the ARW
measurements of the COD of the dissolved substances in
August 1970 [6]. Discharge and temperature at this time
are approximately the same as during.the Rhine trips des-
cribed above. (For 1969 COD measurements of the ARW are
available for only a few points [5]. For August they are
similar to points 9 - 18.) Point 19 was measured from an
unfiltered sample by the International Commission for the
Protection of the Rhine River against Pollution on 69-07-10
(discharge and temperature are comparable!) Even though
this sample was taken from near the surface, the value
was not raised (see above), because the differences in
concentration of suspended solids are certainly not as great
as for example near Mainz and because this value should
not encompass the active biomass, which would require a
downward correction of the measured value.
Bacteria Measurements:
The points give apart from a common factor the geometric
mean values of the plate counts taken in the summer half of
1967 by the ARW [3]. (Such measurements were not completely
available for the following years.) Part of them are shown
in Figure 2.2. Because of the inaccuracy of the technique
one cannot draw conclusions about the absolute size of the
biomass from the plate count results, thus the common factor
was chosen arbitrarily, so that the values best fit the model
curve. If one takes as the mean bacteria size the volume of
a cylinder of radius Ｐ Ｎ Ｕ ｾ and of the height 411, and the dry
weight in g to be a fifth of the volume in ml [10], the
plate count figures from ['3] make up only about 1/150 of the
total bacterial mass. This low percentage results partly
from the deficiences of the plate count technique: only a
part of the bacteria can grow on the nutrient medium; and
the lumps of bacteria which often occur in rivers are usually
not resolved during the measurement, so that many colonies
come from more than one cell. One also has to consider that
the samples were taken from near the surface; the differences
between the plate count results at Mainz and Wiesbaden (see
above) are.substantial [5].
Protozoa Measurements:
The only indication of the actual protozoa density in the
Rhine River are a few measurements of the number of ciliates
among the suspended solids near Koblenz from the year 1968
[42]. The results in the ｳ ｵ ｲ ｲ ｾ ･ ｲ were 10 5 - 10 6 organisms
/ml of settled solids. According to the ａ ｐ ｾ ｱ reports [6],
the dry weight of suspended solids near Cologne is about
30 mg/l. Assuming that this corresponds to 0.30 ml/l undried
settled solids (which is fairly realistic [45]) one gets a
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ciliata density of 3.10 4 - 3.105/1 for the ｒ ｨ ｾ ｮ ･ water near
Koblenz. If one assumes a ratio of 1:5 between dry and
wet weight of ciliata (as for the bacteria) then one gets
the value of 0.5 mg/l in Figure 4.10, if, for instance,
the ciliates are spheres with a radius between 0.013 and
0.027 rom. The size corresponds to many observations [65],
so that one can say that the curve of Figure 4.10 is cer-
tainly not wrong by orders of magnitude.
Oxygen measurements:
The oxygen concentrations 1 - 7 were measured on the
Rhine trips on 69-08-26 and 69-09-09 [69]. Values 8 - 16
are mean values of the ARW measurements taken during August
and September 1970 [6]. (Only 2 measurements were taken
each month, that is why the values of September have also
been used, even though the discharge and the temperature did
not fit the assumptions of the 'model as well.) Value 17
was taken under the same conditions as the COD value 19
(see above.)
On the whole the fit between the values and the curves
is satisfactory. This holds especially for those values
which were taken during the Rhine trips at times corres-
ponding to the flow time. The great variations in the lower
Rhine are probably due to single sewage effluents; actual
averaging over the river cross-section should make them
dissapear. Even though there is such a' good fit, it should
be once again emphasized that the model described is too
uncertain to draw quantitative conclusions from it.
In order to test if the model reacts correctly to changes
in the underlying conditions, the two essential parameters
which are subject to natural fluctuations - temperature and
discharge - were changed.
In changing the temperature the biochemical reaction
rates change according to the Arrhenius-law
-c2/T
veT) = c 1 ·e
as long as "the temperature is not so high, that the proteins
become denatured [47]. Figure 4.12 shows how well the
bacteria follow this law [46]. (See also [47].) (In [46] the
measured values were plotted using a wrong abscissa unit,
therefore the curve for the activated sludge showed a'sharp
bend.) Similar T-dependencies were measured for endogenous
respiration [11] and for the growth rates of protozoa [88].
According to these measurements, when T = 200 C was changed
to.T = 100 C the maximum growth rate and the parameters a 47
and a 53 were halved, when changed to T = 250 C they were
multipl1ed by the factor 1.6. The changes of a 61 for a
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specific river [62] as well as the changes of 0 with
temperature are shown in Figure 4.13. However, for the
T-dependency of a 61 in model (4.23) - (4.28) the relation-
ship (4.29) was used. The remainder. of the parameters were
regarded as being independent from temperature. With that
the solid curves of Figure 4.14 resulted for T = 100 c and
unchanged discharge. The COD concentration at Cologne now is
considerably smaller than at Mainz; whereas at T = 20 0 C
the values were practically the same. A similar relationship
is shown by the COD measurements which were taken on the one
hand in January and December and on the other in September
1970 [6]. The density of the bacterial mass at the lower
temperature is considerably larger at Cologne than at Mainz,
whereas at T = 200 C the opposite occured. This behaviour is
confirmed also by the measurements (see Figure 2.2 and [2]).
The oxygen values at Cologne are now slightly lower than
at Mainz, whereas earlier the opposite occured. This tendency
cannot be observed at the values in [6], probably because of
the small number of measurements taken.
Figure 4.15 shows the model solutions for temperature
T = 2soc. The self-purification performance has ｲ ｩ ｳ ･ ｾ con-
siderably, especially near the Dutch border, whereas the
oxygen concentration near Mainz and at the lower Rhine has
considerably worsened. The O2 minima have moved upstream.
An increase of the water temperature of the Rhine River by
SoC is under discussion in connection with fresh water cooling
of power plants [SO]; Figure 4.15 shows, even though there
are uncertainties in the model, that the influence of such
a small artificial heating has a serious influence upon the
oxygen concentration. With a smaller discharge anaerobic
conditions could result at Mainz (see below).
The changes in the self-purification process caused
by a decrease of the discharge to 0.77 MQ are shown in
Figure 4.16. The consequences of this decrease are governed
by two effects: the dilution ratio for the discharged
pollutants is changed, and the flow times between the pollution
sources are changed. Both effects result for a decrease in
discharge in an increase of the relative degradation per-
formance over a certain river section. In Figure 4.16 this
is clearly shown by the curves between Mannheim and Mainz.
In the lower Rhine this is less pronounced because of the
feeding activity of the protozoa, thus the COD concentration
increase in the lower Rhine is slightly larger than at Mainz.
This tendency can also be detected, for example, by a comparison
of the ARW values for September 1970 and 1971 [,'6,7], although
this is not as strongly apparent. This is perhaps an indi-
cation that one must consider higher order links of the food
chain.
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One other reason could be the slightly higher temperature
in September 1971. The oxygen concentration for Q = 0.77
MQ at Mainz reaches 0 (which causes the organisms in the
model to cease all metabolic activities except endogenous
respiration.) Altogether, the O2 va+ues of the lower Rhine
are now higher than the ones at Mainz, whereas at Q = 1.25
MQ they were about the same. This is also verified by the
ARW measurements taken in September 1970 and 1971 (See
["7],. p.30.)
In closing, two examples are to be discussed, which
show the facilities offered by a model like the one dis-
cussed for water quality management. Figure 4.17 shows
the changes in the self-purification process of the Rhine
River, if the easily degradable.component of the waste water
discharges is reduced by 50%. A similar case could become
reality, if in the future solely biological sewage treat-
ment plants are established, because the remainder from
the sewage treatment plants consists of slowly degradable
materials, moreover, biological treatment plants will be
built preferably where a large fraction of easily degrad-
able material in the sewage promises a high degree of ｰ ｾ ｲ ｩ ﾭ
fication. Figure 4.17 shows that even though the total
COD inflow has been reduced by nearly 25% the COD concen-
tration in the river nowhere decreases remarkably, and that
in some sections it even increases considerably. Figure
4.17 shows this effect comparatively mildly. With some-
what different, but still realistic parameter values in
(4.23) - (4.28) substantially higher increases of the COD
concentration can occur [83]. The cause of the rise is
the decrease of the growth rate of the bacteria relative
to the protozoa consumption rate and to the endogenous re-
spiration. The practical consequence of this behaviour
of the model (which is certainly independent from the un-
certainties of the model) must be to eliminate also the
slowly degradable compounds from the waste water. Other-
wise the difficulties, for inptance, for drinking water pro-
duction in the Lower Rhine Region could increase even though
there would be a reduction of sewage influx.
Figure 4.18 shows the self-purification processes in
the case where the COD load from the Main River is reduced
by 50%. According to the discussion of Figure 4.17 and
the opinion presented occasionally in literature, that mo-
derate pollution increases the self-purification ability
[56], one could be afraid that in the lower Rhine this could
lead to an increase in pollution. Figure 4.18 shows that·
this does not have to happen. Because of the lower bacterial
density downstream Mainz, the protozoa density in the lower
Rhine does not become as large as in Figure 4.10, so that the
degradation ability in the Lower Rhine increases considerably.
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4.4 Sensitivity analysis of the Rhine River model
The results in Section 4.3 are only meaningful {f the
model behaviour does not change drastically if the parameter
values vary within the error bounds. Therefore the sensi-
tivity of the model solution to changes of all parameter and
initial values was analysed. In order to avoid as far as
possible a wrong estimate of the actual sensitivity, finite
sensitivity was calculated rather than differential sensi-
tivity ｾ Ｘ Ｔ ｝ Ｎ I.e. sensitivity was estimated from the differ-
ence between two solutions of the model with different para-
meter values rather than from the solution of the sensitivity
system. The changes were in all cases 10%, the nominal values
for Q and T were 1.25 MQ and 150 C, respectively.
It turned out, that in no case the sensitivity was
remarkably high. Figure 4.19 gives, as an example, the
sensitivity to changes of the initial value of N1 . The
oscillations which can be seen in the figure occur ｩ ｾ all other
sensitivity functions of that model as well. It is surprising
how far downstream the change of the initial value can be felt.
(After long flow time the model solution is - independent from
the initial values - uniquely determined by the sources along
the river, i.e. the model is asymptotically stable. For
constant source terms in equations (4.23) - (4.28) and realistic
parameter values at least variables B, P, and 0 reach stable
equilibrium values, which ｣ ｾ ｮ easily be evaluated by solving
successively equations (4.27), (4.23), (4.24), (4.26), and
(4.28).)
Figure 4.20 gives, as another example, the sensitivity
to changes in the maximum bacterial growth rate. The most
influential parameter turned out to be the maximum proto-
zoa growth rate. But in all cases the changes of the
dependent variables were less than 20%.
The sensitivity to changes of Q and T can be derived from
Figures 4.15 and 4.16. If T is changed, the sensitivity is
remarkably smaller than if growth rates (which vary with T)
are changed separately. It should also be mentioned that
for lower Q values the sensitivity of COD to changes of Q
might be positive in some places, because, if Q is small,
flow time between pollution sources decreases faster as
Q increases.
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5. Short resume
The results of the discussions of Sections 2, 3, and 4
may be summarized in the following way:
1. The description of the self-purification processes
in rivers through systems of coupled differential equations
seems to be possible and useful. In order to determine the
model parameters from in-situ measurements (model identifi-
cation) the quasilinearizationtechnique of Bellmann [8] has
proved to be useful. It was used, however, only for models
of those rivers in which the benthos was negligible, and which
can be considered as being homogeneous in the transverse
direction; in these cases the model equations are ordinary
differential equations.
2. For benthos-free, homogeneous rivers, a model was
suggested which contains the following dependent variables (Sec-
tion 4.2): chemical oxygen demand (COD) of the easily degradable
substances, COD of the slowly degradable substances, bacterial
mass density, protozoan mass density, and oxygen concentration.
In order to determine the parameters of this model it is sufficient,
if one has - apart from bacteria, protozoa, and oxygen values -
measured values for the total COD. However, fora few parameters
estimates have to be given, which in the process of model iden-
tification are treated the same way as the measured values for
the dependent variables.
3. In spite of slow transverse mixing, the application
of this model to the Rhine River seems to be useful, because
the transverse differences of the degradation rate are smaller
than the transverse differences of the pollution concentration.
After a tentative parameter estimation, based upon very spotty
measured values, the model correctly described the self-puri-
fication behaviour of the Rhine River between Mannheim and
the Dutch-German border. By extrapolating to conditions which
differ from those of today the following remarkable changes in
the quality of the Rhine River water resulted:
a) an increase of water temperature from 200 to 250 C (which
could occur in the future because of waste heat inflows
from power plants) causes in the model a decrease of
oxygen concentration near Mainz and in the Lower Rhine
from approximately 4 mgll to approximately 2.5 mil.
Thereby a river discharge of 1.25 times the mean discharge
has been assumed. (With 0.77 times the mean discharge the
oxygen concentration slightly downstream from Mainz sinks
to zero even at 200 C.)
b) a decrease of the easily degradable component in the
introduced sewage by about 50% (without changing the
slowly degradable component) resulted in an increase of
the pollution concentration in the Rhine River. This
could become reality if in the future only biological
sewage treatment plants are built.
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c) a uniform decrease of the pollution load of the Main
River by 50% resulted in an increase of the self-puri-
fication ability of the Lower Rhine.
These findings, in view of the sparse data base, just
describe possibilities for future developments, which one
has to keep in mind in planning and managing river quality.
In order to be able to make more detailed and quantitative
forecasts, further measurements on the Rhine River are
necessary. Suggestions for this can be found in Sections
4.2 and 4.3. In their planning and implementation, the
model developed is an important tool. These further measure-
ments especially will have to clarify to what extent toxic
materials which inhibit self-purification have to be ex-
plicitly encompassed by the model. .
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF THE RIVER QUALITY MODEL USED FOR
THE GENERATION OF MEASUREMENTS (see Sect. 4.2)
The model consists of 39 ordinary differential equations,
which are given in Fig. A.l. The meaning of the symbols used
in Fig. A.l is as follows:
N, = concentration of the i-th pollutant,1
E. = concentration of the i-th exoenzyme,1
B = bacterial mass concentration,
P. = mass concentration of the i-th protozoan species,1
0 = oxygen concentration,
Os = oxygen saturation concentration.
The indices are the same as in the computer program given in
Appendix B. Most of the parameters a'k are random numbers or
are derived from random numbers. In fne following, these
random numbers are always assumed to be uniformly distributed
over the interval specified.
The first 15 pollutants are arranged in 3 groups of 5
each, within which the pollutants inhibit each other compet-
itively (see Sect. 4.1). (These groups may be thought of
as representing carbohydrates, proteins, and fats [44].) The
parameters a'k in the denominators of these 15 equations were
determined ｡ ｾ ｣ ｯ ｲ ､ ｩ ｮ ｧ to
(A.l)
where a' k are random numbers from the interval (0.1, 20).(This ｭ ｾ ｡ ｮ ｳ Ｌ if the expressions degenerate into simple ｾ Ｑ ｩ ｣ ｨ ｡ ･ ｬ ｩ ｳ ﾭ
Menten expressions, their saturation constants are equally
distributed over the range to.l, 20). On the basis of these
values, the parameters a 36 ,1' i=l ... 15, in the 36-th equation
were calculated according to
a 36 ,i = ｾｩﾷ｡ＵｫＫｬＬｩＭＵｫＫｬＧ k=0,1,2 . (A.2)
The index k denotes the pollutants group to which the i-th
pollutant belongs, ｾ Ｇ is a random number from the interval
(O,Vk ) and v k is the1maximum rate at which bacteria can growif tney live on pollutants of group k exclusively. The max-
imum growth rates v k were chosen in such a way that they add
up to 1 and that their expectation is 1/3. (Two random
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Figure A.I: Equations of the
model used for
generating river
quality "measure-
memts"
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numbers ｾ ｬ and ｾ Ｒ were drawn from the interval (0,1) and
v k ' k=0,1,2 was calculated according to
v -o -
This means that the maximum possible growth rate of the
bacteria is 1 if they live on the first 15 pollutants; this
corresponds to a generation time of about 20 minutes. The
actual maximum of the bacterial growth rate is the sum of
the three maxima of y. over the three groups of pollutants,
because 1
1
I c.N.
Max . L ＭＭ］ＱＺＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＺｾ］Ｍ __
1=1 1+ ｾ d.N.
. 1 111=
INt ) o! = Maxi ｾｾ ,. ｾ ｾ , ..• ｾ ｾ Ａ
The parameters a. 1 were determined by multiplying the cor-
responding a 36 Ｎ Ｑ ｾ ｹ a random number n. from the interval(2,6):,1 1
a. 11, = a 36 . . n· •,1 1 (A. 3)
The parameter a 39 ,i were fixed in an analogous way:
(A. 4)
where ｾ Ｎ is a random number from the interval (1,4).
1
. For the pollutants N16 through N20 a competitive inhibi-t10n by N. through NIS was assumed. The constants a. k'16 ｾ i ｾ to, 2 ｾ k ｾ 17 were again determined according 1,
to (A. 1); for k=2 even the interval from which the a. k were
drawn was the same as above, while for the remaining Ａ ｾ k the
ｩ ｮ ｴ ･ ｲ ｾ ｡ ｬ (0.5, 50) was ｾ ｳ ･ ､ Ｎ The ｾ ｡ ｲ ｡ ｭ ･ ｴ ･ ｲ ｳ a 36 i for 1 ,16 ｾ 1 ｾ 20 were determ1ned accord1ng to '
(A. 5)
whereby v. are random numbers from the interval (0,0.06).
1
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(i.e. the maximum bacterial growth rate on the basis of N16through N20 is, on the average, smaller than for the threegroups of pollutants mentioned above.) The values of a. 1
and a 39 . for 16 ｾ i , 20 were determined in the same 1,manner ,1 as for 1 , i '15. However, n. in Eq. (A.3) was
chosen from the interval (2,9), so that for pollutants N16through N20 the transformation into bacterial mass is,
on the average, less efficient.
For pollutants N21 through N?5 an allosteric inhibitionthrough one of pollutants Nl throngh N15 was assumed, theinhibiting pollutants Ｈ ｎ ｾ Ｎ Ｌ 21 , i , 25 in Fig. A.l) also
being selected randomly. 1The values of a. 2' a 36 . , a. l'
and a 39 . for 21 , i , 25 were determined
1in the s!me 1,
way as far 16 , i , 20, the constants a. 3 are random numbers
from the interval (0.1, 10). 1,
The degradation of pollutants N2 through N30 is assumedto be catalyzed by exoenzymes and to ｾ ｯ ｬ ｬ ｯ ｷ the Michaelis-
Menten law. All pertinent parameter values were calculated
analogous to the parameters for N16 through N20 , only the
v. in (A.5) are now drawn from the interval (0, 0.2).
1
The equations describing the dynamics of the exoenzyme
concentration are certainly only a rough description of the
processes of enzyme formation. However, they reflect the
reasonable assumptions that enzyme synthesis does not take
place if the concentration of Nl through N15 is ｨ ｩ ｧ ｨ ｾ andthat the enzyme production rate is proport10nal to the sub-
strate concentration if the latter is low, while the production-
rate becomes constant for high substrate concentrations. The
values of a. 31' i , 35 were determined in the same way as
the ｣ ｯ ｲ ｲ ･ ｳ ｰ ｡ ｮ ｾ ｩ ｮ ｧ values in the previous equations. The
values of a. 1 were obtained from them through multiplication
by a random1number from the interval (0,0.5), the remaining
a. k being random numbers from the interval (0,1). (The
canstants a. 1 ought to be much greater for 26 , i , 30 than
for 1 , i ＬＱｾＵＬ and much smaller for 31 , i , 35, because the
concentrations E. are smaller than bacterial mass concentra-
tions by orders af magnitude. Constants of the magnitude indi-
cated above are obtained, however, if the E. 's are understood
to be exoenzyme concentrations times some sUitable, large
constant.)
The constants a 36 31 and a 3q 31 were fixed at 0.05 for
all computations. L1KeW1Se, parameEers a 37 . 2 , a 38 • 2 , a 39 ,34'
Ｚ ｾ ､ ｬ ｾ Ｓ Ｙ Ｌ Ｓ Ｕ were given the value 0.04, while a 39 ,36 was fixed
The saturation constants 1/a3fi 33 and 1/a36 35 for thefeeding activity of the two protozoAn species were drawn
from the interval (5,25), the maximum feeding rates
a 37 ,1/a36 ,33 and a 38 ,1/a36 ,35 are random numbers from the
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interval (0.1, 0.5). The efficiency of the transformation
of bacteria into protozoan mass was chosen randomly from
the interval (0.3, 0.6), the specific oxygen consumption for
this process is a random number between 0.8 and 1.2.
Finally, it should be emphasized again that the purpose
of the model was mainly to generate a large variety of possible
"measurements" as bases for the system identification described
in Sect. 4.2. The detailed description of every single process
was not intended. The ranges given for the values of the
numerous parameters can be seen to be realistic by going
through the corresponding discussion in Sect. 4.3.
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APPENDIX B: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
THROUGH QUASILINEARIZATION
This is a description of a PL/I computer program which
calculates the "measured values" of Fig. 4.6b, and determines
the parameters of Eqs. (4.16-20) such that those "measured
values" are fitted well in the least square sense. The
"measured values" are calculated on the basis of the model
described in Appendix A, and the parameter estimation for
Eqs. (4.16-20) is carried out according to the quasilineari-
zation technique outlined in Sect. 3.2. Since the program
structure is essentially linear, no flow diagram is presented.
Instead , the program statements are commented on sequentially:
Statement
Number
3 The meaning of the most important variables is
as follows:
T = time
MW = "measurements" generated by the complex
river quality model
HW = weights according to Eq. (3.2.1)
GX, PR, X = variables XriPriCo,cl' .•• c lO '
respectively, in equations (3.15) and
(3.17)
DGX, DPR, DX = derivations of the preceding
variables
JM = Jacobian matrix of system (4.16-20) with
the parameters interpreted as dependent
variables (see Eq. (3.14)).
A,B = homogeneous and inhomogeneous part of
the matrix of the linear algebraic system
(3.20)
C = solution of system (3.20)
G = right hand side of system (4.16-20) written
in the form (3.14)
CO = parameters of the complex river quality
model (denoted by a. k in Appendix A)1,
FH = array to specify the parameters of model
(4.16-20) for which a priori estimates
("measurements") are given. The first ele-
ment gives the total number of these para-
meters,' the following elements indicate the
position of each of them within the vector
-+
c 0 f Eq. ( 3 • 14) .
hand sides of system
-+ -+for Pr (t), Co (t) ,
Statement
Number
3(ctd)
4-52
53-81
82-110
111-169
170-181
182-188
189-201
202-207
213-271
272-284
285-286
287-315
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GH = weights for the parameter specified by
FH
R = index n in Eq. (3.15)
N = number of dependent variables of model
(4.16-20) (including the parameters to
be estimated. It is equal to 23.)
Calculation of the right hand side of the complex
river quality model (see Fig. A.l)
Calculation of the right
(3.18) and of the systems
-+ -+
cl(t), ... cr_l(t)
Performance of one Runge-Kutta integration step
for the differential equation system whose right
hand side is calculated by the subroutine Fl.
Equations in which the right hand side is zero
are ignored.
Calculation of the Jacobian matrix JM
Calculation of the right hand side of Eq. (3.14)
as derived from the model (4.16-20)
Multiplication of a matrix by a vector
Multiplication of a matrix A having NV rows and
N columns by an NxN matrix B whose elements
in columns NV+l through N are all zero except
for the diagonal elements which are equal to
one.
Random number generator. The multiplicative
congruential technique is used. The psuedo
random numbers are uniformly distributed over
the interval (u,O)
Determination of the parameter values for the
complex river quality model (see Appendix A)
Determination of the initial values for the
complex river quality model
Printing out of the parameter and initial values
of the complex river quality model
Integration of the model equations of Fig. A.l
and calculation of the noise-free measurements
for Fig. 4.6b. Element MW(2,0) is equal to
the sum of all N. at time T = 145h. This value
].
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Statement
Number
287-315
(ctd)
316-332
333-360
361-390
391-436
is considered to be a measure of the pollutants
which are non-degradable in view of a flow time
of 20 hours. This value is subtracted from
MW(l,*). The values of all dependent variables
at T=20 and T=145 are printed out.
Determination of the weights according to Eq.
(3.21) and addition of random errors to the
values of MW. The errors are normally distributed,
the variance being 7.5% of the maximum value of
each variable.
Fixing of those parameters which are to be con-
sidered as a priori estimates and determination
of their weights. Specification of N and of '
some auxiliary variables.
-+Assignment of the initial values of co' Xi' and
-+p. (see Eqs. (3.17,18)).
1
Calculation of the ｾ (0), n=1,2,3, ... , according
to the procedure desBribed in Sect. 3.2. The
coefficients of system (3.20) are built up
successively as integration proceeds from
measurement point to measurement point. The con-
tribution of the a priori parameter estimates
to the coefficients is calculated through state-
ments 424-427. The external subroutine MINV
inverts matrix Ai it is the double-precision
version of a subroutine from the "System / 360
Scientific Subroutines Package (PL/I)" of IBM.
The computing time of the program on an IBM/370-l65 computer
is several minutes. (A more precise statement cannot be made,
since the computing time (CPU-time!) depends strongly on the
other programs being executed at the same time.) After 10
-+iterations the components of cn(O) vary by less than 5% during
further iterations.
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SnlJRCE LISTING
(NOUNOFPFLOW' :
VS: PRoe ｮ ｰ ｔ ｉ ｏ ｎ ｾ Ｈ ｍ ａ ｔ ｎ Ｉ ［
OPEN FIlE($VSPRINT, LINESIlE(132);
DeL ＨｈＬｅｐｓＬｔＬｏｓＬｾｗＨｾＬｏＺＴＰＩＬｈｗＨｾＩＬＨｖｈＬｖＩＨＸＱＰＩＬｙｏＨＸｴｏＧ INITIALI(BIO'O',
ｈ ｬ Ｌ ｈ Ｒ Ｌ ｬ Ｌ Ｈ ｊ ｾ Ｌ ａ Ｉ (23,21),(R,C,G,GH)123),COI39,3Q),O,VHC3),Rl,R2,
GX(23,23) qASEO(QP), OGX(23,23) BASEOCOQP),
PRI?3) BASEOIRP), OPR(73) BASEO(ORPJ,
X(O:lO,23) Ｙ ａ ｓ ｅ ｾ Ｈ ｾ ｐ Ｉ Ｌ nX(O:lO,23) ｂ ａ ｓ ｅ ｏ Ｈ ｏ ｓ ｾ Ｉ , FlOATI15',
IJ Ｌ Ｎ ｊ Ｌ ｋ Ｌ ｌ Ｌ ｾ Ｌ ｎ Ｌ ｎ ｍ Ｌ ｎ ｑ Ｌ ｎ ｦ Ｇ Ｉ ｎ Ｌ ｎ ｖ Ｌ (Nl',NO)(11J,R,fH(O:23),
X1121:25" fIXED RINARV,
IR INITIAL (31116q3) FIXED RTNARV(31,O),
MTNV ENTRY;
FO: PPOCEOIJRElT,V,OV);
I)!': L 'T, VI *) ,n vI * , ,1\ , III , H2 ) FLO"TIl ")) ,
ｉｉＬｎｾＩ FIXEn ｾ ｉ ｎ ｾ ｒ ｙ ［
ｈ ｬ ］ ｖ Ｇ ｾ Ｖ Ｉ Ｊ ｖ ｉ ｾ Ｗ Ｂ Ｈ ｉ Ｋ ｃ Ｐ Ｇ Ｑ Ｖ Ｌ ｾ Ｑ Ｉ Ｊ ｖ ｉ Ｑ Ｖ Ｉ Ｉ ［
ｈ ＿ ］ ｖ Ｈ Ｑ Ｖ Ｉ ｾ ｙ Ｈ Ｑ ａ Ｉ Ｇ Ｈ ｉ Ｋ ｲ Ｎ ｏ ｉ Ｑ Ｖ Ｌ Ｇ ｾ Ｉ ﾷ ｖ Ｈ Ｑ Ｖ Ｉ Ｉ ［
OV(16)=-C0136,31)*VI36)-COI36,32)*HI-CO(16,14)*H2;
ｏ ｙ Ｈ Ｑ Ｗ Ｉ ］ ｃ ｾ Ｑ Ｑ Ｗ Ｌ Ｑ Ｉ Ｊ ｈ ｉ Ｍ ｃ ｏ Ｈ Ｑ Ｑ Ｌ Ｒ Ｇ ｾ ｖ Ｈ Ｓ Ｗ Ｉ ［
ｏ ｖ Ｈ Ｓ ｾ Ｉ ］ ｃ ｏ Ｈ Ｓ Ｘ Ｌ ｬ Ｇ Ｊ ｈ Ｒ Ｍ ｃ Ｑ Ｈ Ｓ ｾ Ｌ Ｒ Ｉ Ｊ ｖ Ｈ Ｓ Ｘ Ｇ ［
ｏ ｖ Ｈ Ｓ ｱ Ｉ ］ Ｍ ｃ ｏ Ｇ Ｓ ｾ Ｌ Ｑ Ｑ Ｇ Ｊ ｖ Ｈ Ｇ Ｖ Ｉ Ｍ ｃ ｏ Ｈ Ｓ ｱ Ｌ Ｑ Ｒ Ｉ Ｊ ｈ ｉ Ｍ ｃ ｏ Ｈ Ｓ Ｙ Ｌ Ｑ ｾ Ｉ Ｊ ｈ ＿ Ｍ ｃ ｏ Ｈ Ｓ Ｙ Ｌ ｾ Ｔ Ｉ Ｊ ｖ ｉ Ｓ Ｗ Ｇ
-(O(lQ,35)$VI18)+CO(3Q,J6)*(OS-V(3q));
ｮ ｾ T=1 ｔｾ 11 RV ");
H= 1;
00 K=1 Tn 5;
ｈ ］ ｈ Ｋ ｃ ｑ Ｈ ｲ Ｌ ｾ Ｋ ｉ Ｉ Ｊ ｖ ｉ ｔ Ｋ ｋ Ｍ ｬ Ｉ ［
ENn;
H=l.'li;
00 1<. =1 Tn 5;
NH=I+K-l;
ｏ ｖ ｉ ｎ ｈ Ｉ ］ Ｍ ｃ ｏ ｉ ｎ ｈ Ｌ ｉ Ｉ ｾ ｖ ｉ ｎ ｾ Ｉ Ｊ ｖ ｉ ｾ Ｖ Ｉ Ｊ ｈ ［
DV(1(,,=nV(3(,)-COI36,NH'*OV(NH)/CO(NH,I);
OV(3Q)=OV(3Q)+CO(3 Q,NH)*OV(NH)/CO(NH,I);
ENO;
fNr;
ｾ ｮ 1=16 Tn ?O;
H=I+CO( I,Z).V( I);
no ｾ］Ｑ Til 15;
ｈ ］ ｈ Ｋ ｃ ｏ ｬ ｲ Ｌ Ｒ Ｋ ｾ Ｉ Ｊ ｙ ｉ ｋ ｬ ［
END;
!)Y IT' =-C () ( T,1 ) '" v IT) -i'< VI 3(, , / H;
nV(16)=OVI36'-(O(16,I,unV(I)/CCII,i);
ｏ ｙ Ｈ Ｓ ｱ Ｉ ］ ｾ ｖ Ｈ Ｓ ｱ Ｇ Ｋ ｃ ｏ Ｈ ｬ ｑ Ｌ ｾ Ｉ Ｊ ｮ ｖ Ｈ ｬ Ｉ Ｏ ｾ ｏ ｉ ｉ Ｌ ｉ Ｉ ［
ｅ ｎ ｏ ｾ
nn 1=21 Tn 75;
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STNT LEV NT
15
16
'n
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
41
48
4<;
50
51
1:-
_ t
'53
'54
55
57
')9
61
62
63
64
6')
foe
69
12
73
14
15
76
19
ｾ ｏ
81
2 1 flYfl)=-C()fl,U*YfI).Y(1f,'/ffl+COfT,?)*YfT))*fl+COfT,'l*YfXT(I))));
7. 1 ｏｙｦｾＶＩ］ｲｹｙｦＳＶＩＭｃｏＨＱＶＬＱＩＪｄｖＨｔＩＯｾｏｦｾＬｉＩ［
? 1 DY(1C;)=OYf39)+r,CDQ,TJ*nYfn/COfl,U;
2 1 END;
2 on 1=26 Tn 30;
2 1 DYf I )=-CO( I, U*Yf I ),o"Yf 1+'») If I+COf I ,2)*Yf I));
2 1 ｮｙＨＳＶＩ］ｾｙＨＳＶＩＭｃｏｦＳＶＬＡＩＪｄｙＨｔＩＯｃｏＨｔＬｉＩ［
2 1 ｄｙｦＳｱｴ］ｄｙＨＳＹＩＫｃｃＨＱｱＬｔＩｾｮｙｦｔＩＯｦｏｦＡＬｉＩ［
2 1 END;
2 00 1=31 Tn 35;
2 1 H= 1 ;
2 1 00 ｾ ］ Ｑ TO 15;
? 7. H=H+COfl,K+?)*YfK);
2 2 END;
2 1 OY(T)=CO(T,1)*Y(T-5)/fl+COfl,?)*VfT-5l)/H*Yf16);
2 1 FNn;
2 RFi\JRN;
., fNO;
1 Fl: PPOCEOlJRE n,Y,DY);
.., DCL fi,Y(*t,OYf*)) FLOAT (1'i),
fl,K) FIXED ｒｉｎｾｒｙ［
2 OP=ADOR(Y(I)); ｾ ｾ ｰ ］ ａ ｯ ｯ ｲ ｦ ｾ ｙ Ｈ ｉ Ｉ Ｉ ［
2 RP=AnnR(YfNQ)); ｾ ｒ ｐ ］ ｾ ｮ ｮ ｒ ｦ ｮ ｶ Ｈ ｎ ｑ Ｉ ｴ ［
2 SP=AODR(Y(NON)); ｮ ｲ Ｌ ｾ ］ ｾ ｮ ｄ ｒ ｦ ｏ ｙ Ｈ ｎ ｲ Ｎ ｎ Ｉ Ｉ Ｚ
7. r:ALL JACOBI ＨｘｦｒＭｬＬＪＩＬｉｾＩ［
7. CALL ｍｾｓｓ ＨｊｾＬｇｘＬｎＬｎｖＬｮｇｘＩ［
7. CAL L R ｾ (X f ｾＭｬ , ... ) ,r,) ;
2 CALL MMGV fJM,PR-X(P-l,*),NV,n Op);
2 nn 1=1 TO NY; OPR(T)=OPPfT). GfT); ENO;
., IF R>l THEN CALL RSf)(O,.*, ,G);
2 nn 1=1 T1 NY; ｾｘＨｏＬｉＩ］ｇｦｬＩ［ ｅｎｾ［
2 00 K=1 i1 ｾ Ｍ ｬ ［
2 1 CALL JACnOT ＨｘＨｾＭｬＬｾＩＬｊｍＩ［
2 1 IF K>1 Tf4EN r"LL ｐ Ｇ ｓ Ｈ ｘ Ｈ ｉ Ｈ Ｍ ｬ Ｌ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ ｲ Ｌ ｬ ［
ｾ 1 CALL ｍｍｲＬｖｦｊｍｬｘｦｋＬＪＩＭｘｦｾＭｉＬＪＩＬｎｖＬｮｘｦｋＬＪＩＬ［
2 1 00 1=1 Tn NV; nXfK,ll=nX(K,I)+f,fl); END;
2 1 END;
2 P EiURN;
2 ENO;
82
Ｘ ｾ
R4
85
86
81
1 RK: PROCEDURE n,H,Y,N,FKT);
7. DCL ｆｾｔ ENTRY,
(T,H,Y(*),HH,(OYl,DY2,OY1,nV4)(N))
(N,l,K)FIXF.O BINARV;
2 HH=H/2;
? CALL FKT(T,Y,OY1);
2 on 1=1 TO NM;
2 1 00 K=NU(I) iO ｎ ｏ ｦ ｬ ｾ ［
FLOAT(I')),
c;nn LEV NT
8A ? ,
ｾｱ 7. 2
qO 2 1
ql 2
q2 2
ｱｾ ? 1
94 ｾ ?
<;5 2 2
<16 ｾ 1
q1 7.
qe ?
9q 2 . 1
Ice 2 2
101 2 2
102 7. 1
｝ＨＩｾ .,
104 2
105 ? 1
106 2 2
101 2 2
Ie q ., 1
ｉＨｆｾ 2
110 2
111 1
112 7.
113 ?
114 7.
115 .,
116 2
111 2
llq ?
ll'i ?
PO ｾ
121 2
122 2
121 2
124 2
125 ")
126 2
1")7 Z
12'9 7.
12q ?
PO ?
131 ?
P2 ?
13':\ 7.
134 Z
n5 ?
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ｙｈＨｋＩ］ｙＨｋＩＫｈｈＪｾｙｬＨｋＩ［
END;
EN!);
fALL FKT(T,YH,OY2);
00 !: 1 HI ｾ ｾ ｍ ［
no !<=NU<I' Tn NO(T);
ｙ ｈ Ｈ ｋ Ｉ ］ ｙ Ｈ ｋ Ｉ Ｋ ｈ ｈ Ｊ ｄ ｙ Ｒ Ｈ ｾ Ｉ ［
END;
ENO;
CALL FKT(T,YH,DY3);
00 1=1 TO N"4;
no K=NU(1) TO NO(I);
ｙ ｈ Ｈ ｾ Ｉ ］ ｙ Ｈ ｋ Ｉ Ｋ ｈ Ｊ ｏ ｙ Ｓ Ｈ ｋ Ｉ ［
END;
F.NO;
CALL FKT(T,YH,OY4);
on 1:1 TO N"1;
DO ｾＺｎｕＨｉＩ TO NO(J);
Y(K ) :Y( K ) +H* ( ny if K ) + 2* (I)V? ( K) Ｋ ｏ ｙ ｾ ( K) ) +OY4 f!() ) 16;
END;
ENO;
ｾ ｅ ｔ ｴ ｊ ｒ ｎ ［
FNO;
ｊｾｲＺｏｾｉＺ ｾｒＢｲＮｅｏｴｊｒｅ (X,J);
OCL (X(*),J('*,*) ,HI ,Li2,t·n,H4,H5) FL04H15);
Hl=I/(X(7)+X(I));
ｈ Ｒ ］ ｉ Ｏ Ｈ ｘ Ｈ ｱ Ｉ Ｋ ｘ Ｈ Ｒ Ｉ Ｋ ｾ Ｈ ＿ Ｓ Ｉ Ｊ ｘ Ｈ ｉ Ｉ ［
H1= ] I ( "I( ( 11) + x(" ) ) ;
H4=X' 17 JlX Ud;
H5=X11 B) IX( 8);
JO,1J:-X(6)*X( 10)*X( l)*X(7)*Hl*Hl;
ｊ Ｈ Ｑ Ｌ Ｓ Ｉ ］ Ｍ ｘ Ｈ ｾ Ｉ Ｊ ｘ Ｈ ｉ Ｈ Ｉ Ｊ ｘ Ｈ ｉ Ｉ Ｊ ｈ ｬ ［
J( 1,6)=-X( 10)*X( U*X(1)*Hli
J(1,1)=-J(I,I)*X(I)/X(7);
,I( 1 , I 0 ) =J ( , ,6). x(6) I X(l 0 ) ;
J(2,1)=X(9)*X(II)*X(Z)*X(3)*H2*H?*Xf?1);
J(Z,2)=-J(2,1)*(X(Q'+X(23)*X(I)/(X(2)*X(23));
J( 2,1'=-X( 11)*Xll1 )*X( 2)*H2;
J(2,A)=J(2,1)*X(1)/X(B);
J( ?,q) =J(?, 1) IX( ,':\);
J ( 2,11 ) =H ?, R) *x ( q) I X( 11 1 ;
J(?,23)=J(Z,Q)*X(1);
J ( '2, 1 ) =- J( 1, U I X( 6) - J( 7. , U I X( A) ;
J(3,2)=-J(l,2)/X(9);
.J( ｾ Ｌ Ｎ ｾ Ｉ =- J ( 1 ,3) I X( 6) - J(? Ｌ ｾ ) I X( B)- x f 12) *x (I5) * x (4) *x f 13) Ｎ ｈ ｾ Ｊ H3-X ( 14 ) ;
J(3,4)=-X(12)*X(15)*X(1)*Hl;
J(3,7)=-J(I,1)/X(6);
J( 3,q) =-J( 2,Q) IX( 8);
ｓｔｾｔ U:V NT
Bb 2
n7 ?-
ne 2
nq 2
140 2
141 ｾ
142 ?
143 2
144 ?
145 2
146 .,
147 ?
14@ ?
14q ?
1"\0 2
lC:1 ?
152 2
lC:3 2
1"i4 ｾ
1';"\ 2
1';6 .,
157 ?
l';P ?
l,;q 2
1"'0 ?
ＱｾＱ ?
162 ?
H:l 2
1fJ 4 ?
16 '; ?
]f:6 ?
167 2
IfJ8 2
H,q 2
170 1
171 ?
172 2
In ?
174 2
11'5 2
17", ?
17"1 2
17A 2
17Cl 2
lAO ?
1 IH ?
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J ( ｾ ,I!) ］ ｾ .1 ( , ,1 Q) I X( 6) ;
.1 (l, 11 ) =-.1 ( 2,11 II X( ｾＩ ;
.113,12)=J(3,41*X(4l/XI12);
JI ｾ , 11) =- .1 ( 3,4) *x(4) ｾ ｈ ｝ ［
.J(3,14)=-X(l);
J(3,15)=.1(1,12)*X(12)/X(15);
.113,2l)=-J(?,?3l1X(R);
.1(4,3)=X(15)*X(4)*X(I])*Hl*H3;
.1(4,4)=-J( 3,4)/X( 12)-X( 16);
.1(4,ll)=-.1(4,3)*X(3)/X(13);
.1(4,]"\)=-J(3,1?)/X(IS);
J(4,16)=-X(4);
J(5,1)=.1(I,I)*H4+J(?,I'*H5;
J ( 5 , 2) = J ( 2, 2) *H '; ;
" ( 5 , 1 ) =.1 ( 1 , l ) *1-14 +J ( 2, l ) '" H5-.1 ( 4, l) .. x( 1q , - x(20' *x( 14) ;
ｊＨＵＬＴＩ］ＮＱＨｾＬＱＲＩｾｘＨｉｑＩＯｘＨＴＩＭｘＨＷＮＱＩＪｘＨＱＶＩ［
J(5,';)=-X(22);
.1("\,7)=.1(1,7)*H4;
J ( S, q ) = .1 ( 2, q) *H 0; ;
ＱＨＬ［ＬｬｏＩ］ｊｬｬＬＱＰＩｾｾＴ［
.t( S,l1 )=.1( ｾ Ｌ Ｑ ｬ Ｉ Ｊ Ｑ Ｍ ｬ Ｕ ［
J ( '; , 1 l )=- .1 ( 4, Il ) .. x( 1.» ;
.1(';,14)=-X(2n)*X(3);
J (-5 , 1 5 ) =- J ( 4, 1 '; ) *x( 1 1) ;
J(S,16)=-)(7.1)*X(41;
.J( 5,1 7)=J(1. ,6);
.1(,;,pn=J(?,q,;
I( ';,1'))=.](1 ,In;
J( S ,; 0) =- x( 14) '" x( '3) ;
.1(';,71 )=-X( 16)*X(4);
.1 ( ';, ?? ) =r} S-X ( "i) ;
J("i,2l)=J(2,?l)*H';;
ｲ ｅ ｔ ｕ ｐ ｾ ［
ｅ ｾ ｏ ［
pr:;: PP.flCP)l'PE (X,r.);
nr:: L (X ( '* 1 , r. ( "", ,IH ,H?, H1) F L (1 fI.T ( 1 C;) ;
Hl=X(10)*X(1)*X(l"(X(7'+X(I»;
ｈ ＿ ］ ｘ Ｈ Ｇ Ｑ Ｉ Ｊ ｘ Ｈ Ｒ Ｉ Ｊ ｘ Ｈ Ｓ Ｉ Ｏ Ｈ ｾ Ｈ ｃ ｬ Ｉ Ｋ ｘ Ｈ Ｒ Ｉ Ｋ ｘ Ｈ ＿ ｾ Ｉ Ｊ ｘ Ｈ ｉ Ｉ Ｇ ［
H3=X(1';)*X(3)*X(4)/(X(13)+X(3»;
(';(I)=-X(6)*Hl;
r, ( 2 ) =- x( ｾｈ ."2 ;
(';(1)=Hl+H2-X(12)*H3-X(14)*X(l);
ｲ Ｎ Ｈ Ｔ Ｉ ］ ｈ ｾ Ｍ ｘ Ｈ ｉ ｾ Ｉ Ｊ ｘ Ｈ Ｔ Ｉ ［
r,( 5 ':-X (17) *HI-X (18) ""Ii?-)( 1')) *Hl-X( 20) *X( 14) .X( 1)-)( 21) *x( 16 )*X(4)
+X(?2)*(OS-X(S»;
RETIIRN;
ENn;
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STMT LEV NT
182 1 "IllJr,v: PRnCr:nllRF. ＨａＬｾＬｎＬｲ［Ｉ［
183 2 nCl (At*,*),A(*),C(*») ｆ ｬ ｏ ｾ ｔ ｴ ｬ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ
(N,I) FIXED BINARV;
ＱｾＴ 2 DO 1=1 TO N;
185 2 1 C (I )=｣［ｬｉｾ ( ｾ (J ,* ).. R) ;
lRb 2 1 ENn;
187 ｾ ｒ ｅ ｔ ｕ ｾ ｎ ［
1 RS 2 EN [);
ＱｾＹ I MMSS: PROC ＨａＬｒＬｎＬｾｖＬｃＩ［
190 2 Del (A(*,*),At*,*),C(*,*),S) FLOhT(15),
(T ,K,t,N,NV) BI ｦ＼ｊｾｒｙ F!XFf);
lQl 2 00 1=1 TO NV;
192 ? 1 no K=I TO N;
ＱＹｾ 2 ? S=O;
194 ｾ 2 CO L=I Tn NV;
lq5 7. 1 S=';+A(I,I.)*rHL,I<';
lq6 2 1 END;
197 2 2 IF K>NV THEN ｓ］ｾＫａＨＡＬｋＩ［
lqa ? ? ｃＨｉＬｋＩ］ｾ［
lq9 2 7. END;
200 2 1 END;
201 2 FNn;
202 1 ＨｎｏｆｉｘｅｏｾｖｅｐｆｌｮｷＩＺ
ZIJFl: ｐ ｒ ｮ Ｈ ｾ ｮ ｬ ｬ ｾ ｆ Ｎ (U,O) RFTlIRF\jQFUlr\T(ll));
203 ? OeL (U,O) FLOH(I"i);
204 ? ｉｒ］ｔｒＪｦＮＵｾＳｱ［
205 2 IF IP.<O THEN ｉ ｒ ］ ｉ ｒ Ｋ Ｒ Ｑ Ｔ Ｑ Ｔ ｾ Ｌ ｾ Ｔ Ｑ Ｋ Ｑ ［
20i, 2 RETlJPN(lf+TP.*0.4656613E-Q*tO- lJ)';
201 2 HoW;
208 I ON ERROR SNAP nEr,IN; P!IT uc:r (D,R,T,V'; roo Til F>.JDE; ENr);
212 1 CO=O;
ＲＱｾ 1 n$=8.0;
214 I RI=IUFL(O,l); R2=lIlFUO,U;
216 I VIllJ(I)="4IN(Rl,R2); ｖ ｾ Ｈ Ｒ Ｉ ］ ｲ ｜ ｾ ｃ Ｚ Ｈ ｒ ＿ Ｍ ｒ ｬ Ｇ ［ ｖ ｍ Ｈ ｾ Ｇ ］ ｉ Ｍ ｾ ｾ ｘ Ｈ ｒ ｬ Ｌ ｾ Ｒ Ｇ ［
21q 1 no 1=1 TO II RY 5;
220 1 1 00 K=1 TO 5;
221 1 2 CO(I,K+l)=1I1
'
IFUO.I,7.0);
222 1 ? rO(16,J+K-U=7.lJH(Q,VM(J/5+l))*COn,K+1l;
221 I 2 conQ,T+1<-1l=llJFUI,4)*C0f36,l+K-1l;
224 1 2 CC(J+K-l,l)=llJFl(?,6)*COn6,T+I(-l);
2215 1 7. ENO;
226 1 1 END;
2'1 I DO 1=16 TO 20;
228 1 1 ｃｏＨｉＬＲＩ］ｉＯｚｕｆｌＨＰｾＱＬＲＰＩ［
2ZC; 1 1 C0f36,P=ZtIFUO,O.06)*COfI,2);
210 11 COnQ,l)=ZlJFUl,4)*r:0(16,1J.
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ｾｔＢｔ IF.V ｾ ｔ
Ｒ ｾ Ｑ 1 1 CO(T,l)=Z"FlP,q)*C')("b,TJ;
Ｒ Ｓ ｾ 1 1 no K=l ｔ ｾ Ｑ ｾ ［
2B 1 2 con ,1<'+2)=l/lllFUO.'5,'50) i
2"H 1 ? EN!).
235 1 1 I:NO;
＿ ｾ Ｖ 1 on J=21 TO 2'5;
H1 1 1 CO(Y,2)=IIl'IFL(0.I,J.O);
7.3'3 1 1 C013ft,I)=II.lFUO,O.Old*r:O(J,2);
2"Q 1 1 COCH,!)=lllFUl,4)*con6,T);
7.41) 1 1 (O(I,l)=lUFUZ,QJ*CO(36,1J;
241 1 1 crllI,3J=lllFl(I).I,1'l);
242 1 1 XI(T1=Z"FUl,lft);
7.41 1 1 FN[);
?44 1 ｮｾ Ａ］＿ｾ Tn "0;
7.45 1 1 ＨｏＨｻＬＲＩ］ｬｦｬＢｆｕｏＮｬＬｾｏＩ［
241) 1 1 CI)(36,T)=ZtlFL(O,O.2J*r:r)(!,2J;
ｾ 't 1 1 1 r 0 ( V;, l) =ＷＡｊｾ U 1 ,4) .. CI) n ft, n ;
24'\ 11 CI)(J,l)-='lJFl(2,fJl*n(V),T);
74'1 1 1 Er-..!'1;
1'51 1 on Ｑ］ｾＱ Tn 15;
2C:l 1 1 rn(Y,2)=I/Z'IFUO.l,20);
;:1'52 1 1 rC(J,l)=l'IFL(n,O.'il.x(1(J,?l;
2'53 1 1 1)( K=l ｔ ｾ 1'5;
＿ ｾ Ｔ 1 ｾ COP,K+7t=l'lFUO,J);
2'5<; 12 pm;
2"'", 1 1 ENni
ｾ ｾ Ｗ t ｲ｡ＨｾｾＬｾＱＱ］ＱＮｾＧＵ［
?"iq 1 rO(V,,33)=1IllJFL(';,""); ｲ Ｚ ｲ Ｉ Ｈ Ｓ Ｖ Ｌ Ｓ ＿ Ｉ ］ Ｗ Ｎ ｬ ｉ ｆ ｌ Ｈ ｉ Ｉ Ｎ Ｑ Ｐ Ｌ Ｈ Ｉ Ｎ ｾ ｏ Ｉ Ｊ Ｈ ｦ Ｉ Ｈ Ｇ Ｚ ｜ Ｖ Ｌ Ｓ Ｓ Ｉ ［
26C 1 ｲＺＢ｜ＨｾｆＭＬＱＵＩ］ｾＯｬｬｊｆｉＮＨＵＬ＿ＢｩＩ［ ｃｏＨＱＢＬｾＴＩ］ｬｉｬｆｕｏＮＱＰＬｏＮｃＩＨＢｉＩＪｃｏＨｾＢＬＱｃ［Ｉ［
2" 2 1 (0 ( 3"7 , 1 ) = 7.11 r:t. ( 0 • 1 , n•(, ) ｾｾ 0 ( ｾＢ , ｾ＿ ); CI) ( 17 , ?) =(). 04 ;
21-4 1 ｲｏｮｆｬＬｬｊ］ｬＮｬｉｈＨＧＩＮｾＬｏＮＶｊＢＧｲＺｯｮＨＬＬＳＴｊＮ UI(3fl,21=O.04;
Ｒ ｾ ｾ 1 ｲｯｲｾｱＬｾｬＩ］ｉＩＮｏＧＵ［ ｲｑＨＱｱＬＱ＿Ｉ］ｬｕｆｌｲＰＮＸＬＱＮＲＩＪｃｏＨＱｾＬＳＲＩ［ ｣ｮＨｾｱＬＳＴＩ］ｏＮＰＴ［
ＲｦＬｾ 1 ｲＺＨＩＨＳｾＬＳＳＩ］ｬｬｬｆｕｯＮｾＬＱＮｮ＾ＡｴｃｏＨＱＶＬＳＴＩ［ (0(39,35)=0.04; CO("3"),,:\6)=1.0.
?1? 1 ,",W(l,CJ=Oi
273 1 ｮｾ ＱｾＱ ｔｾ 10;
214 11 V(J)=711FUO,6);
?1"i 1 1 ｾｗＨｉＬｃＩ］ＢＱＴＨＱＬｏＩＫｖＨｊＩ［
ＲＷｾ 1 1 Ple;
217 1 00 ｬ ］ Ｇ ｾ ｱ Tn 35; V(I)=O; ｆ Ｎ ｾ ｮ ［
Ｒ ｾ Ｐ 1 ｾｾＨＳＬＰＩＬｖＨＳＶＩ］ＵＮＰ［
ＲｾＭＱ 1 V(7)=ZIIFL(O,O.5); ｙ Ｈ Ｓ ｾ Ｉ ］ ｏ Ｎ Ｇ Ｕ Ｍ ｖ Ｈ Ｓ Ｗ Ｉ ［ lo1W(4,1'))=O.'5;
:>84 1 ｾｗＨｬＧ［ＬｏＩＬｖＨＢｱＩ］ｦｬｃＺＺ［
lA5 1 PlJT Enn «V«(),CO(I,*)!)n 1=1 Tn Nil (FIQ,3),SKIP,3 111 F(Q,3),SKTP),
SIq P) ;
＿ｾＶ 1 PI/T rnTT «V(tJ on T=1 Tn lq)) (t:;KTP,3 (1'3 ｆ ｬ ｱ Ｌ Ｓ ｊ Ｌ ｃ ［ ｋ ｉ ｐ ｊ Ｌ ｾ ｋ ｉ ｐ ｊ ［
＿ ｾ Ｗ 1 T=O; H=O.05; ｎ ｾ ］ ｬ ［ NIJ(lI=l; M,r-..!1)(1l=3Qi
?q? 1 Dn T=1 ｔ ｾ ?'I);
Ｒｱｾ linn J=1 Tn 20;
2q4 1 ? CALL ｑ ｾ Ｈ ｔ Ｌ ｈ Ｌ ｹ Ｌ ｍ Ｌ ｆ ｏ Ｉ ［
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ST"'T LEV NT
Z95 1 2 T=T+H;
ZQ6 1 2 END;
lQ1 1 1 ｾｗＨｬＬｉＩ］ｏ［
298 lIDO J=l TQ 30;
7.99 1 l MW(l,l)=-.,W(l,J)+VfJ);
300 1 2 END;
301 1 1 MW(3,J)=V(36); ｍ ｗ Ｈ Ｔ Ｌ Ａ Ｉ ］ ｖ Ｈ ｾ Ｑ Ｉ Ｋ ｖ ｦ ｾ ｒ Ｉ ［ ｍ Ｔ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｉ Ｉ ］ ｖ Ｈ Ｓ ｱ Ｉ ［
304 1 1 ENO;
30e; 1 PUT EflJT «V(T) no 1=1 TO 1Q» Ｈ ｾ ｉ Ｈ ｉ ｦ ｬ Ｌ Ｓ fn ｆ Ｈ Ｙ Ｌ Ｓ ｴ Ｌ ｾ ｋ ｉ ｐ Ｉ Ｌ ｲ Ｇ ｋ Ａ ｐ Ｉ ［
306 1 00 1=1 TO 7500;
307 1 1 ｃｾｌｌ RK(T,H,V,M,F01;
3CB 1 1 T=T+H;
309 1 1 END;
310 1 PUT En!T «vn) DO T=1 Til VH.) ｦ ｾ ｦ Ｈ Ｌ Ａ ｄ Ｌ Ｓ (13 ｆ ｦ ｑ Ｌ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ ｃ Ｚ Ｚ ｉ Ｇ Ｚ ｔ ｐ Ｉ Ｌ ＼ Ｚ Ｚ ｋ ｔ ｐ Ｉ ［
311 I ｾｗＨＲＬＮＬ］ｏ［
312 1 CO 1=1 ｔ ｾ ｾ ｯ ［
313 1 1 ＭＮＬｾＨ＿ＬＰＩ］ｍｾＨＷＬＰＩＫｖＨｔＩ［
314 1 1 END;
Ｓ Ｑ ｾ 1 ｾｗｦｬＬＪＩ］ｾｗＨＱＬＪＩＭｍｗＨＲＬｏＩ［
Ｂｾ 1 nn ｔ］ＱＬＳＬＴＬｾ［
311 1 1 HW(I)=MWfl,O);
Ｓ Ｑ ｾ 1 1 00 ｾ ］ ｉ Til ?O;
119 1 " IF Ｂ Ｇ ｗ ｦ ｊ Ｌ ｋ ﾻ ｾ ｜ Ｎ ｉ Ｈ ｊ Ｉ THFN ｈｗｦｔＩ］ｾｗＨｦＬｋＩ［
320 I 2 ENO;
:'?1 1 1 ｈｬ］ｈＢＢｦｊＩＱｬＧＱＮＱｾ［ H?=0.711Ai14/Hl;
37.3 lion K=O Tn 20;
324 1 2 -,v:
Z=ZlJFl(-ltl,Hl) ;
325 I" IF H2*EXP(-7.*(Z/H1)**Z)(ZUFl(0,H2) THEN r,OTO 7V;
1?6 1 ? ｍｗＨｉＬｋＩ］ＢＧｗＨｔＬｾｬＫｚ［
321 1 2 ENO;
3,e 1 1 ｈｾＨｔｬ］ＱＯｈＢＢｦｬｬＪｾＷ［
379 1 1 FNn;
310 1 00 T=O ｔｾ 70; PIJT 'Tr;T ("'''''(*,J)) SKIP; ENO;
ｾ ｾ Ｓ 1 FHfO)=II; FH(1)=10; FHf?)=Q; FH(3)=12; rH(41=14; ｆ ｈ Ｈ Ｕ Ｉ ］ ｉ ｾ ［
339 1 FH(6)=lQ; FH(1)=ZO; FH(q)=ll; FH(9)=l2; ｦ ｈ Ｈ ｬ ｏ ｬ ］ ｉ ｾ ［ FH(II)=73;
345 1 GH=0.003;
346 1 EPS=IE-50; H=0.05;
348 1 v=o; C=o; JM=O;
ｾ Ｕ Ｑ 1 N=23; NQ=N*N+l; NQN=NQ+N;
354 1 NV=5; NU(l)=I; NO(l)=N*NV;
Ｓ ｾ Ｑ 1 00 1=2 TO 13;
358 11 NU(J)=NQ+N*(I-2); 'm(T)=NIHI)+NV-1;
360 I 1 END;
361 1 VO(NQN1=-"W(1,O)*O.45; VO(NQN+l)=MW(1,Ol*0.55;
363 1 VO(NQN+Z)=MW(3,0); VO(NQN+31=MW(4,O);
365 1 ｖｏＨｎｑｎＫＴＩ］ｾＢＢＨＵＬｏｬ［ VO(NQN+5)=?.O; YO(NQN+b)=?OO;
368 1 YOfNQN+1)=2.0; VO(NQN+81=2C.O; ｙ ｏ Ｈ ｎ ｑ ｎ Ｋ Ｙ Ｉ ］ ｏ Ｎ ｾ ［
311 1 VO(NQN+10)=0.Ol; VO(NQN+111=2.0; VO(NQN+1Z)=15.0;
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PH);
FNO;
FNn;
00 1"'1 Tfl FHfO);
Af F Hf I l , FH( I ) , =1\ ( F Hf J ) ,F HC! )) +GH f J )/Y0 ( NaN +FHn )-1 , ** '- ;
PfFHf 1))=[3(FH( I )'+GHf J )IYOfNQN+fHfl)-I);
END;
CAll MINV fA,N,O,EPS);
ｾ ａ ｬ ｬ ｍ ｾ ｲ Ｎ ｖ (A,q,N,C);
PllT SKYJ';
PUT I. 1ST (C);
ｾ ｯ 1=1 Tf) N;
YO PH II =C f n ;
VOfNQN+15)=O.04;
VO f N eN + 1B)=1.0 ;
VOfNQN+21)=1.O;
.
•
VOfNQN+14)=O.131);
VOfNQN+17)=1.0;
VOfNQN+20)-=1.0;
VOfNCN+13)=O.04;
VOfNQN+16)=4.0;
ｖ ｏ ｦ ｎ Ｌ ｽ ｾ Ｋ Ｑ ｴ Ｚ Ｉ Ｉ ］ Ｑ Ｎ Ｐ ［
VOfNCN+??'=1.0;
L=O;
1')0 1= 1 TI"") ｾｊ［
DO K"'1 "!"i) N;
L=L + 1;
IF Y=K THEN VO(L)=I;
FNO;
FN I'J;
nil R=1 T f) 1 0 ;
NM=P+?;
ｾ ］ ｎ Ｊ ｃ ｎ Ｋ ｒ Ｋ ｬ Ｉ ［ T",O; ｾＢＧｏ［ ｾＢＧｏ［
ｂＨｉＬＬｾＧＲＧ］ｾｾｦｬＬｏＩＪｈｾｦｬＩ［ ｾｦｬＧ］ｍｾｦｬＬｏＩＪｈｗｦＳｴ［
FH4)=MWC4,O'*1t 1rI(4'; ｒ ｦ Ｕ Ｇ ］ ｾ ｜ ｯ ｬ Ｈ Ｕ Ｌ ｏ Ｇ Ｊ ｈ ｜ ｯ ｈ Ｕ Ｇ ［
ｾ ( 1 , 1 , • Af 1,2 , , Af 2, 1 , , ｾ f 7.,7. ) =HW ( l' ; Af 3,3) =HW f 1) ;
AC4,4)"'YWf4); ａ ｃ Ｕ Ｌ Ｕ Ｉ ］ ｈ ｗ ｦ ｾ Ｉ ［
nn )=1 TO '1;
YHfT',VfY)=VOfJ);
END;
00 1=1 T I) 20;
00 w: '" 1 TO ?O;
CAll ｒ ｋ Ｈ ｔ Ｌ ｈ Ｌ ｶ Ｌ ｾ Ｌ ｆ ｬ Ｇ
T=T+H ;
f-Nn;
ｑ ｐ ］ ａ ｮ ｮ ｾ ｦ ｙ ｦ ｬ Ｂ ［ ｰ Ｎ ｾ ］ ａ ｮ ｮ ｒ ｦ ｖ ｦ ｎ ｾ Ｇ Ｉ ［ ｾ ｐ ］ ａ ｏ ｏ ｐ Ｎ ｦ ｖ ｦ ｎ ｑ ｎ Ｉ Ｉ ［
PUT EO!""(T,(XfP.-l ,ll r}O L=1 TO 5)) CC;IOP, 6 Ell1,)";
nn J=l TI"") N;
"C .11 =" f J) + ( r,x (} , J )+r.x ( 7., J , ) .. Ｈ ｾ ｉ Ｇ Ｂ f 1, J ) - PP ( 1 )-p P. ( 2' , *H\o1 f 11 +G X( 3, J ) ..
ｃｾｾｃｾＬｉＩＭｐｐｃＧＩＩﾷｈｗＨｾＩＫｃｘＨＴＬｊＩＪＨｾｗｃＴＬｉＩＭｐｒｦＴＩＩＪｈｗＨＴＧＫ
ｾｘＨＵＬｊＩｾＨｍｗＨｾＬｉＧＭｐｒｦＵＩＧＪｈｾＨＵＩ［
no 1<=1 TO N;
"f J ,\( ) =Af J ,I( , +f GX ( 1, J ) +G Xf 2 ,J ) ) * f GX ( 1, K) +G)( f 2, K) ) *HW n 1+
GXf3,J'*GXf3,K)*HW())+GXf4,J'*GX(4,K1*HWf4)+
ｲ Ｌ ｘ Ｈ Ｕ Ｌ ｊ Ｉ Ｊ ｲ Ｎ ｾ ｦ ｃ ｪ Ｌ ｋ Ｇ Ｊ ｈ ｾ ｦ Ｕ Ｉ ［
STMT LeV NT
314 1
311 1
3RO 1
3Fll 1
3Fl4 1
3AC; 1
H6 1 1
lq1 1 7.
3RB 1 7
389 1 ?
3qf) 1 1
3111 1
lq2 1 1
3q3 1 1
3'H 1 1
3qq 1 1
4('\) 1 1
4C3 1 1
405 1 1
406 1 ?
4C1 1 ?
4r-a 1 1
4Cc; 1 ?
410 1 3
411 1 3
41? 1 1
413 1 ?
41" 1 ?
41'1 1 ?
41" 1 3
41<; 1 3
470 1 4
4H 1 4
"2? 1 3
473 1 ?
424 1 1
4'5 1 ?
476 1 ,
421 1 2
428 1 1
42q 1 1
4"'0 1 1
411 1 1
ＴｾＲ 1 1
ＴｾＳ 1 ?
434 1 2 END;
4"5 1 1 END;
416 1 ENnE:
ｆｾｉＩ［
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APPENDIX C: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE SELF-PURIFICATION
MODEL OF THE RHINE RIVER
A PL/I computer program which solves Eqs. (4.23-28) is
given below. The results correspond to the curves of Fig.
4.10. Only a few explanations seem necessary to understand
the very simple program:
Statement
Number
2
3-16
17-37
38-48
49-73
The meaning of the most important variables is
as fol,lows:
T = time
WFV= ratio between river discharge Q and mean
discharge MQ
WT = water temperature
OM oxygen saturation concentration 0
s
Y = state vector of model (4.23-28)
A = array containing the parameter values for
model (4.23-28)
DC,V,W,DK,SV = ｡ｲｲ｡ｹｾ giving, for each of the
twelve reaches, influx of degradable pollu-
tants (see Fig. 4.11a), velocity, mean
discharge, reaeration rate (for 20oC), and
proportion of the degradable pollutants
'which is ,easily 'degradable.
UG = array specifying the boundaries of the 12
reaches
Calculation of the right hand side of system
(4.23-28)
Performance of one Runge-Kutta step on system
(4.23-28)
Reading in and printing out of input data.
Modification of the reaeration rates according
to the temperature chosen {statement 43).
Integration of system (4.23-28) from river-km
400 to 850. Printing out of river-km, sum of
pollutants, and all dependent variables every
second kilometer.
STMT LEV NT
SOURCE LI STING
1
2 1
RH: PROC OPTIONS CMAIN);
Del ｃ ｈ Ｌ ｈ ｈ Ｌ ｔ Ｌ ｗ ｆ ｖ Ｌ ｗ ｔ Ｌ ｏ ｍ Ｌ ｙ Ｈ Ｖ Ｉ Ｌ ａ ｃ Ｖ Ｌ Ｑ Ｉ Ｌ ｃ ｏ ｃ Ｌ ｖ Ｌ ｗ Ｌ ｄ ｋ Ｌ ｓ ｖ Ｉ ｃ ｬ ｬ Ｌ Ｌ ｾ ｾ Ｌ ｋ ｾ ｾ Ｉ FLOAT(15),
CUG(13),I,J,M) fiXED BINARY;
3 1
4 2
5 2
6 2
7 2
A 2
9 2
10 2
11 2
12 2
13 2
14 2
15 2
16 2
11 1
18 2
19 2
20 2
21 2
24 2
25 2
28 2
29 2
32 2
33 2
34 2 1
35 2 1
36 2
31 2
38 1
40 1
41 1
42 1
43 1
44 1
FO: PROC CT,Y,DY);
DCL CT,YC*),OYC*),Hl,H2,H3) FLOAT (IS);
ｈ ｬ ｾ ａ Ｈ Ｔ Ｌ Ｑ Ｉ Ｊ ｙ ｃ ｬ Ｉ Ｊ ｙ ｃ Ｔ Ｉ Ｏ Ｈ ａ Ｈ Ｔ Ｌ Ｒ Ｉ Ｋ ｙ ｃ ｬ Ｉ Ｉ ［
H2=AC4,3)*YC2)*YC4)/CAC4,4)+YC2)+AC4,5)*YCll.;
H3 a AC5,1)*YC4)*YC5)/CACS,2)+YC4)1;
IF YC61<0.1 THEN Hl,H2,H3=0;
DY C1) :z - AC1, I) *H1+AC1, 2 )* AC1, 3 t ;
DY (2)=-AC 2, I)*H2+C l-AC 1,2) )*AC 1 ,3)'-
DY C3) =AI 3, 1)*AI 1, 3 I ;
DY I 4) =H1+H2-AC4, 6) *H 3-AI 4, 7) * Y(4) ;
DYISlaH3-A(5,3)*YIS);
DY(6)aAC6,lt*IOM-YC6))-AI6,2)*HI-AI6,3)*H2-AI6,41.Al.,71.Yl41-AC6,5)*H3
-Ae6,6)*Ae5,3)*YIS)+Ae6,7);
RETURN;
END;
RK: PROCEOURE eT,H,Y,N,FKT);
OCL FlO ENTRY,
eT,H,yC*),HH,eYO,DYl,OY2,DY3,OY4IeN») FlOATC151,
(N,I,KIFIXED BINARY;
HHaH/2;
CAll FKTIT,Y,DYll;
DO I-I TO N; YOII)=YII)+HH*DYlll); END;
CAll FKTCT,YO,OY2);
DO I-I TO N; YOCI)-YII)+HH*DY2(1); END;
CAll FKTeT,YO,DY31;
00 1=1 TO N; YOII)=YCI)+H*DY3Clt; END;
CAll FKTeT,YO,DY4);
00 la 1 TO N;
Y(J ) =YeI ) +H* COY lC J) +2* lOY 2 I I )+0 Y3 (J ) t+DY4 e J) ) /6 ;
END;
RETURN;
END;
GET LIST IAt; PUT EOIT ('PARAMETER',A) eXe25t,,,,oKl?CZt,6CSKIP,
7 FCI0,3tUi
PUT EOIT C'KM','All,3)','All,2t','V','MQ','A(6,1)')
CSK I PC 4 I, A, X(8) , A, XI 9 t ,A, XCIII, A, X(l4) ,A, XC ! 11 ,4) ;
GET liST CUG,OC,W,SV,OK,V);
GET l[ST CWFV,WT,OMt;
DI<.-OK*I.2* 1.0241** I WT-20 t;
00 1=1 TO 12;
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STMT lEV NT
45
46
47
48
49
54
56
51
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
67
68
69
10
11
72
73
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
I
I
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 PUT EDIT fUG(I),DC(II,SV(It,V'(JI,W(II,OK(II) (SKIP,r=O,O),5 EU5,3U:
1 END;
PU TED IT ('al MQ ' , ' T' , ' 0 S') (S KIP (3 ) , X U 0) ,A, X ( 5» ,A ,X, 1 J , ｾＩ :
PUT EDIT (WFV,WT,OM) (SKIP,X(9),F(5,2),2 F(8,2»;-
KM=400.00; T=O; H=0.05; M=6; J=I;
GET lIST (V); HH=Y(I)+V(2J+Y(3);
PUT EDIT (KM,HH,V) (SKIP(20),F(6,0),1 F.eI5,5»;
00 WHILE (KM(850);
1 IF eKM>=UGeJ» THEN DO;
2 A(I,3»=DCeJI*VeJ»/eWFV*W(J)I*277.778;
2 Ael,2)=SV(J);
2 A(6,1»=DKeJ);
2 J=J+l;
2 END;
1 CAll RKeT,H,V,M,FO);
1 T=T+H; KMN=KM+VeJ-ll*H:
1 IF eTRUNC(KM/2)(TRUNCeKMN/211 THEN 00;
2 HH=Vel)+Ve21+ye}l;
2 PUT EOIT eKMN,HH,Y) (SKIP,F(6,0),7 E(15,51);
2 END:
1 KM=KMN ｾ
1 FND:
FND;
PARAMETERS
2.600 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 J.OOJ
3.400 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.(100 0.000 J.OOO
0.050 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.480 20.000 0.100 20.000 3.000 1.000 a.ooJ
0.360 12.000 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 J.OOO
0.000 1.600 2.400 1.000 2.000 1.000 0.070
KM A AU,2) V MQ A(6t!)
400 6.250E-Ol 5.000E-Ol 5.000E+OO 1.200E+03 2.5Z1E-Ol
420 8.750E+00 4.000E-Ol 5.000£+00 1.300E+03 ｾ Ｎ Ｕ Ｒ Ｐ ｅ Ｍ ｏ ｬ
435 5.000E-0 I 5.000E-OI 5.000E+00 1.300E+03 2. Ｕ Ｒ ｾ ｅ Ｍ ｏ ｬ
500 1.375E+Ol 4.000E-Ol 4.000E+00 1.500E+03 2.2Boe-01
506 6.250E-Ol 5.000E-Ol 3.500f+00 t.500E+03 2.16JE-Ol
530 3.150E-Ol 5.000E-Ol 6.500E+00 1.600E+03 !.640E-Ol
590 7.500E-Ol 5.000E-Ol 6.000E+OO t.900E+03 !.4')OE-Ol
660 3.125E+00 5.000E-0 1 5.000E+00 2.000E+03 !.400E-Ol
680 5.625E+00 S.OOOE-Ol 5.000E+00 2.000E+03 l.40JE-01
100 1.250E+OO 5.000E-Ol 5.000E+00 2.000E+03 !. 400E-0 1
125 2.500E+00 5. OOOE-O 1 5.000f+00 2.000E+03 l.5ZQE-01
815 1.250E+00 5.000E-Ol 5.000E+00 2.100E+03 l.400E-01
a/MQ T OS
1.25 20.00 9.20
